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ABSTRACT

Researchers have long noted the fact that multilingual speakers often en-

gage in code switching: That is, they use mixes of multiple languages within

single utterances or discourses. Many previous accounts of the phenomenon

have treated the separate languages involved as distinct from one another,

and there have been a number of code switching-specific principles and rules

proposed that aim to "constrain the interactions of the two [grammatical]

systems in mixture" (MacSwan 2000). The converse assumption — i.e., that

there is a single set of grammatical principles governing both code-switched

and monolingual utterances — has gained traction recently, and the Minim-

alist Program provides an appealing framework for exploring this kind of

approach because it explicitly posits that the computational system for lan-

guage is invariant across languages, with the lexicon being the sole locus of

cross-linguistic variation.

By examining the interaction between multiple lexicons and the compet-

ing demands that each places simultaneously upon a universal computa-

tional system, the Minimalist analysis presented in this work sheds light on

the nature of the elements and operations involved in syntactic computa-

tions, even in single-language contexts. In particular, an investigation of

English-Chinese code switching data from Singaporean speakers suggests

that there is a wide range of potential interactions between lexical items

from different languages within a single sentence, across both their under-

lying structures and surface forms. This provides general support for a real-

isational view of the derivational process (as in the Distributed Morphology
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ABSTRACT

framework) and motivates a fundamental distinction between the phenom-

ena of code switching (whereby the features and forms of successive items

come from different languages), calquing (whereby the features of an item

come from one language, but its surface form has been translated into an-

other), and borrowing (whereby the features and surface form of an item

have their origin in one language, but the item has been adapted fully into

the lexicon of another).

In addition, this work also introduces the Code Switching Toolkit (CSTK),

a computational modelling platform that implements a fundamental set of

Minimalist principles while remaining extensible enough to accommodate

internal differences between individual theories that come under the Minim-

alist umbrella. The CSTK allows researchers to model syntactic derivations,

visualise the hierarchical structures that are built up along the way, see ex-

actly when and why each of these derivations eventually crash or converge,

and refine their accounts accordingly. This is not only useful for theoret-

ical exploration, but also has potential utility in the generation of synthetic

code-switched data for NLP and other machine learning applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Code switching as a linguistic phenomenon has long been observed in the

speech of multilinguals and their communities. In this dissertation, I first

present a syntactic account of code switching within the principles of the

Minimalist Program (Chomsky 2001; 2008; 2014, amongst many others),

using examples of English-Chinese code switching in Singapore to illustrate

the relevant theoretical issues. I then provide a computational platform that

satisfies two main goals: (i) it implements a fundamental set of Minimalist

principles formodelling syntactic derivations; and (ii) it is extensible enough

to serve as a general tool for future research into code switching.

This work demonstrates how analyses of code switching data can provide

insight into the workings of the computational system for language, espe-

cially when it has to deal with contrasting (and possibly conflicting) require-

ments from multiple lexicons. In particular, if code switching is a syntactic

phenomenon (and not, say, a simple surface-level mechanism of repair),

then code switching data can tell us more about the interaction between

underlying syntactic features and surface-level morphophonological realisa-

tions, the distinction between lexical and functional items, and how speakers

store and access items from multiple languages simultaneously.

The rest of the dissertation is organised in the following way: Chapter 1

briefly reviews a number of previous theories of code switching, sets forth

the basic assumptions, definitions, Minimalist principles, and data sources

that will be employed in the current account, and more precisely formulates

the theoretical issues described above as research questions. In particular, I

14



INTRODUCTION

follow some of themore recent literature in suggesting that a unified account

of code switching, wherein a single universal grammatical system governs

both code-switched andmonolingual utterances, is preferable to non-unified

approaches that posit separate grammars for the languages involved and an

independent code switching-specific system that regulates the interaction

between them.

Chapter 2 describes the linguistic ecosystem in Singapore and introduces

the South East Asia Mandarin-English Corpus (Lyu et al. 2015), from which

much of the code switching data will be drawn.

Chapter 3 presents a number of representative examples showing when

code switching is and is not allowed, and uses these to explore the research

questions and demonstrate the feasibility of a general Minimalist approach

to the phenomenon.

Chapter 4 details the features of the Code Switching Toolkit, the compu-

tational modelling platform developed for this project, and runs through

its default parameters, which implement the assumptions and principles of

the current account. Specifically, the implementation presented will show

that it is both possible and practical to generate syntactic derivations within

a Minimalist framework without recourse to any code switching-specific

mechanisms, in line with the unified account described above.

Finally, the dissertation concludes with a discussion of possible avenues

for future related work.
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Part I

A MINIMALIST THEORY OF CODE SWITCHING



1 CODE SWITCHING AND THE
MINIMALIST PROGRAM

1.1 Code switching

1.1.1 Definitions and terminology

The fact that multilingual speakers may use a mix of multiple languages

within a single utterance or discourse has long been noted and studied in a

variety of subfields within the linguistics literature. Perhaps unsurprisingly,

then, it has also been associated with a correspondingly varied selection

of terms, such as code switching, code mixing, language alternation and lan-
guage mixing, amongst others, each associated with a plethora of sometimes

inconsistent definitions (Jacobson 1998).

This dissertation looks specifically at the use of words from multiple lan-

guages within a single sentence by a single person, which is often described

as the intrasentential form of the phenomenon1. For the sake of simplicity

and consistency, the general term code switching is used throughout the rest

of this work to refer to this type of mixing.

(1)
wǒ
我
I

ná
拿

dào
到

receive

yī
一

gè
个

one.CL
hello kitty
NPR

de
的
GEN

hóng
红

bāo
包

red.packet
pink colour

de
的
GEN

chāo
超
super

cute
de
的
GEN

1 Where the intersentential variant involves the switching of languages at or above the level of
whole sentences.
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1.1 CODE SWITCHING

‘I received a Hello Kitty-themed red packet2; it was pink, it was super
cute.’

[SEAME:NI06FBP_01013]

The example from a Singaporean speaker above demonstrates this type of

code switching between English and Chinese: Much of the sentence is in

Chinese, but the speaker code switches into English forHello Kitty, the name

of a Japanese cartoon character (in Mandarin, the character’s name would

be
jí
吉

dì
蒂

māo
猫4), and for the adjective cute.

Calquing

Closely related to code switching is the phenomenon of calquing, where

words or phrases from one language are translated literally into a second

language while retaining their meaning and structure from the original lan-

guage. Calques are essentially morpheme-for-morpheme or root-for-root

translations; the precise definition of a “word” is outside the scope of the

current account, but the crucial point is that the surface features of the ex-

pression (e.g., pronunciation, spelling, etc.) come from one language, but

its semantic features (including figurative or idiomatic readings) come from

another. In example (1), the ostensibly English phrase pink colour — where

non-Singaporeans would have just pink — is a calque from its Chinese equi-

valent, where the equivalent of colour,
sè
色, is not optional:

(2)
fěn
粉

hóng
红

pink

sè
色
colour

‘Pink’

2 The Chinese term describes a small red packet or envelope used for giving monetary gifts on
special occasions.

3 This example was drawn from the SEAME corpus, described further in Section 2.2.
4 丰城旗舰店三周年庆义卖吉蒂猫玩偶 [‘Gain City Megastore celebrates its third anniversary

with a sale of Hello Kitty plushes for charity’]. Lianhe Zaobao, 17 May 2019. From https://
www.zaobao.com.sg/zlifestyle/trending/story20190517-957177.
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1.1 CODE SWITCHING

Borrowing

It is also important to distinguish between code switching and borrowing:

In the case of code switching, speakers are using elements from two distinct

languages concurrently, but in the case of borrowing, speakers are using

elements from one single language – That is, any elements that originally

came from the second language have already been fully adapted into the

first language’s lexicon. It is not always easy to tell which of the two pro-

cesses has applied in a particular context, but Prince and Pintzuk (2000)

and Winford (2010) suggest that phonological adaptation can be used as

a distinguishing criterion here: If some item from a language Y has been

adapted to the phonological system of a language X such that it obeys the

phonetic, phonotactic, and other phonological constraints on X (“eventually

becom[ing] indistinguishable from native items”; Winford 2010), then it has

been borrowed; if no such change is evident, then its use is an instance of

code switching.

Unlike code switches and calques — which involve items from each lan-

guage’s contemporary lexicon — borrowings can also exhibit significant se-

mantic shift away from the meanings of the original lexical items in the

time since the borrowing first occurred. For example, English compound
‘enclosure within which a residence or factory stands’ is a borrowing from

Malay kampung ‘village/community’5 , but it has undergone so much se-

mantic change as an English lexical item that its origins are no longer clear

to speakers. In fact, speakers in Singapore can now use both compound and

kampungwithin the same sentence, with compound retaining its shifted Eng-

lish meaning and kampung retaining its contemporary Malay meaning (and

pronunciation; the initial /k/ in kampung is unaspirated, unlike with English

words):

5 Compound 2019
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1.1 CODE SWITCHING

(3) My parents had to build an above-ground “well” in our “kampung”
compound in Tampines6 to store the water collected during the
non-rationing hours.

(From a letter to a local Singaporean newspaper7. Quotes and
emphasis in original.)

Summary

We can therefore recognise three primary ways in which items from mul-

tiple languages may interact in a single sentence. When an item A from a

language Y is used with items from a different language X:

(4) If item A retains its contemporary meaning and surface form (e.g.,
pronunciation) from language Y, code switching has occurred.

(5) If item A retains its contemporary meaning from language Y but its
surface form has been replaced with literal translations into
language X, calquing has occurred.

(6) If item A retains its meaning from language Y and its pronunciation
has been adapted to fit the phonological system of language X,
borrowing has occurred.

As a bona fide lexical item from language X, it may undergo
significant semantic shift away from its original meaning in language
Y over time.

1.1.2 Previous accounts

As mentioned in the introduction, this work is far from the first investiga-

tion of code switching as a linguistic phenomenon. The earliest treatments

of the topic were relatively meagre: Weinreich (1953), for example, sug-

gested that code switching was the domain of imperfect bilinguals, since

6 The name of a town in Singapore.
7 “‘Old’ ways of saving water still good practice now”. TODAY, 18 March 2017. From https://
www.todayonline.com/voices/old-ways-saving-water-still-good-practice-now.
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1.1 CODE SWITCHING

an ideal bilingual would “certainly not [switch languages] within a single

sentence”. Citing Weinreich’s work a year later, Vogt (1954) suggested that

“code-switching in itself [was] perhaps not a linguistic phenomenon, but

rather a psychological one, and its causes [were] obviously extra-linguistic”.

By Vogt’s account, code switching was (simply) an indicator of bilingualism,

and it was bilingualism that was of “great[er] interest to the linguist” be-

cause it gave rise to interference phenomena between the languages that

could play an important role in language change.

Within the fields of socio- and psycho-linguistics, a considerable body of

work continued to emerge over time that investigated the pragmatic and

sociological functions of code switching (e.g., Kwan-Terry 1992; Lee 2003;

Goh 2017) as well as the mental processes involved (e.g., Kheder and Kaan

2016). At the same time, investigations of the syntactic and formal properties

of code switching also soon showed that it was in fact a systematic and rule-

governed phenomenon.

Poplack (1980), for example, suggested in her seminal work on the topic

that code switching would only be allowed at points where it would not “vi-

olate a syntactic rule of either language”, while Joshi (1982) formulated an

explicit “switching rule” which included various stipulated conditions gov-

erning code switching between specific pairs of languages. Myers-Scotton

(1995) adopted a more asymmetrical perspective in her Matrix Language

Frame model, with one language identified as the Matrix Language and

the other as the Embedded Language – It is then the Matrix Language that

“determines the morphosyntax [including word/morpheme order]” of the

resultant forms. Muysken (1997) brought together concepts from these pre-

vious frameworks in his model of Alternation, Insertion and Congruent Lex-

icalisation: Under his proposal, Alternation involves a switch of both “gram-

mar and lexicon” between the languages, which may be governed by “es-
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1.1 CODE SWITCHING

sentially Poplack’s equivalence constraint”; Insertion involves embedding

a “lexical unit” from one language into another in explicitly similar vein

to “Myers-Scotton’s MLF-model”; and Congruent Lexicalisation involves the

(unconstrained) insertion of words from both languages into what is de-

scribed as a single syntactic structure. Other approaches have also been

explored in the literature, such as Muto (2010)’s proposal of an Optimality-

Theoretic account that involves the “temporal, partial, but systematic re-

ordering of constraint rankings” from the two grammars involved.

There is a single underlying assumption common to many, if not all, of

these previous analyses: They presuppose separate grammars for the each

of the languages involved in the code switching, together with a third sys-

tem that “constrains the interactions of the two systems in mixture”, as Mac-

Swan (2000) notes, citing Mahootian (1993). The converse assumption —

that is, that there is a single set of grammatical principles that governs both

code-switched and monolingual utterances — has gained traction recently

(as in the work of Mahootian 1993; Chan 2003; 2008; MacSwan 2000; 2013,

amongst others). In particular, MacSwan suggests that the Minimalist Pro-

gram allows for such a unified account of code switching, since it presumes

that the “computational system for human language [is] invariant across

languages”, and that it is the lexicon that is the (sole) locus of linguistic

variation. Under a Minimalist analysis, differences between languages (and,

indeed, the various properties of code-switched utterances) “[fall] out of

just [the] ... properties (abstract and concrete)” of the individual lexicons

involved. More explicitly, he proposes that a Minimalist thesis for code

switching may be formulated thus:

Nothing constrains code-switching apart from the requirements

of the mixed grammars.

(MacSwan 2013, p. 337)
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1.2 THE MINIMALIST PROGRAM

In other words, there are “no statements, rules, or principles of grammar

which refer to code-switching”: The derivation for a code-switched utter-

ance must converge via the same grammatical processes as a monolingual

utterance, with “no special mechanisms permitted”.

This kind of unified account is appealing because any code switching-

specific mechanisms that exist within the computational system (as assumed

by non-unified accounts) would, by definition, be extrinsic to the faculty of

language as used by monolingual speakers. Additional justification would

then have to be provided explaining how and why the burden of these addi-

tional mechanisms would have evolved for (or be learned by) multilingual

speakers, according to the same standards of explanation applied to other

mechanisms within the human language faculty (Chomsky 2015; 2019a). All

else being equal, the unified account therefore requires relatively less justi-

fication for relatively more explanatory power8.

The rest of this dissertation outlines precisely such a unified Minimalist

account of code switching, and provides a general computational platform

that can be extended in service of future work on the subject.

1.2 The Minimalist Program

The core aim of the Minimalist Program9 is to explore how much of the

human faculty of language can be explained via recourse to a minimal set

of assumptions. Given that it is a research programme and not a singular

theory per se (as emphasised in Chomsky 2014 and elsewhere), however,

8 As pointed out by Fong (p.c. August 2019), the widespread use of code switching even
amongst very young children (pre-school; < 7 years old, as in Zhao, Liu and Hong 2007
and Yow and Patrycia 2015) further suggests that code switching is an integrated part of an
innate human faculty of language, and not dependent on any additional learnt mechanisms.

9 And indeed, it may be argued, the entire linguistic enterprise.
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the nature and scope of these assumptions may vary significantly between

individual theoretical accounts under the Minimalist umbrella.

The current analysis adopts a number of basic assumptions about the

computational system for language. At the broadest level, these fall in

line with the guiding principles laid out by Chomsky (1996). To wit, they

should ideally be reducible to the consequences of external third-factor con-

straints10, namely: (i) conditions imposed at the interfaces between the

various systems involved with language; and (ii) “general considerations of

simplicity, elegance, and economy” within the system. Akin to a null hypo-

thesis, the “strongest minimalist thesis” would hold that the human faculty

of language is in fact an optimal solution to these conditions, with no ex-

traneous or unnecessary stipulations (Chomsky 2001). As mentioned in the

previous section, any account of the human language faculty should also

fulfil the twin conditions of learnability and evolvability if it is to attain ex-

planatory adequacy, as opposed to being a mere description (Chomsky 2015;

2019a).

Crucially, the claim isn’t that any of the current (or future) theoretical

accounts that adhere to these constraints can fully explain the human fac-

ulty of language and its psychological realities. Rather, by clearly laying

out each account’s assumptions and deriving its conclusions in a principled

way from the data (the process of “empirical discovery”), work within the

Minimalist Program helps to progressively sharpen our understanding of the

fundamental principles that underlie the human language faculty.

10 These being principles (of structural architecture, etc.) that are “not specific to the faculty of
language”, unlikemechanisms that are a part of the human genetic endowment for language,
or differences in exposure to external linguistic data (i.e., first- and second-factor conditions).
(Chomsky 2005; 2008)
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1.2.1 The derivational process: Merge, the Workspace, and Phases

As we saw in Section 1.1.2, the Minimalist account involves a computational

system for language that is invariant across utterances in any language,

code-switched or otherwise. In practical terms, this means that the set of

operations used in the derivational process, at least, should be invariant11.

At its most basic, this set comprises a simple recursive operation, Merge.

As commonly defined, the operation Merge takes two (and only two) syn-

tactic objects and puts them together to form larger hierarchical structures.

In the simplest case, the two should be combined without regard to order,

but there are two particular ways in which this can occur: Merge can either

combine two separate objects (external merge), or it can combine an object

with some sub-part of itself (internal merge), as will be seen in (7) and (8).

Further laid out in more recent work is the idea that the computational sys-

tem should also include some notion of a Workspace within which Merge

operates; that is, the Workspace is where the system holds the inputs to,

and results of, the Merge operation. Chomsky (2017), as summarised and

formalised by Epstein, Kitahara and Seely (2018), suggests that the inputs

to Merge enter the Workspace via some mechanism of access to the lexicon

(the exact nature of these inputs is discussed below in Section 1.2.3). Merge

then applies freely to any “accessible” terms within the Workspace to gener-

ate new objects12.

The simplest conception of Merge and the Workspace should obey two

guiding third-factor principles: Restriction of computational resources, and

Determinacy. The first principle requires that the Merge operation not ex-

11 On the other hand, the various elements that serve as inputs to these operations must, of
course, be to some extent variable in order for the system to be productive.

12 Chomsky (2017) and Epstein, Kitahara and Seely (2018) also discuss the concept of a concep-
tually distinct “MERGE” operation that operates over entire Workspaces rather than singular
objects, but adopting that theoretical machinery will not substantively change the current
account.
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pand the Workspace arbitrarily, to avoid the introduction of unnecessary

complexity, and the second principle requires that there be only one access-

ible copy of any term within the Workspace, so that it is always clear which

copy of a term participates in any single step of the derivational process.

This means that after any Merge operation, only one copy of the input terms

— the one highest in the resultant structure — should remain accessible to

further operations.

Drawing together all of these considerations gives the following formula-

tions:

(7) External Merge
Suppose there are two distinct objects X and Y in the Workspace.
MERGE(X, Y) forms the unordered set O = {X, Y}.
The original copies of X and Y are removed from the Workspace, but
the copies of X and Y in O remain accessible to further operations.

(8) Internal Merge
Suppose there is an object X = {Y,Z} in the Workspace. MERGE(Y,X)
forms the object O = {Y,X} = {Y, {Y,Z}}, with two identical copies of
Y in the resulting object, one external to X and one within X.

The copy of Y within X is rendered inaccessible to further
operations13.

This formulation also precludes the case where a subpart of some object is

external Merged to a different object, resulting in cases of multi-dominance

and similar phenomena:

(9) Suppose there is an object X = {Y,Z} and a distinct object A = {B,C}
in the Workspace.

MERGE(X,B) to leave the objects {X,B} and A = {B,C} in the
Workspace is disallowed, because it would violate the principles of
Restriction of computational resources and Determinacy: It results in

13 Possibly by identity to the higher copy of Y within the same object structure, although this
is a theory-internal stipulation.
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two copies of B in two separate objects, and there is no clear way of
rendering one inaccessible.

MERGE(Y,B) to leave the objects X = {Y,Z}, A = {B,C} and {Y,B} in
the Workspace is similarly disallowed: It results in multiple
accessible copies of Y and B.

The precision of these definitions is important, particularly when consid-

ering the computational implementation in Chapter 4, because the recurs-

ive application of Merge to the terms in the Workspace quickly results in a

combinatorial explosion of possible derivational paths if the process is not

suitably constrained.

One other way in which the complexity and computational burden of the

derivational process may be reduced is via the notion that the derivation

proceeds cyclically through individual stages, called phases (Chomsky 2001;

2008, and elsewhere). As the derivation proceeds, the structures generated

get frozen at the level of the phase, and a general Phase-Impenetrability Con-

dition prevents the computational system from looking back at the contents

of previous phases.

This type of syntactic freezing is appealing because it means that informa-

tion about the operations carried out within previous phases can be flushed

out of active memory: Objects processed in previous phases are effectively

invisible to the computational system and can be removed from the domain

of possible inputs for future operations, in line with the principle of min-

imal computation. In addition to a general appeal to economy, the concept

of phase-bound operations also serves as a potential straightforward explan-

ation for the observed cyclicity of the derivational process14.

14 The process of (cyclic) Transfer to the interfaces at the level of the phase was originally inten-
ded to replace the notion of LF and compositional mappings to the phonological/semantic
interfaces under the earlier EST/Y-model (Chomsky 2008), but the recent thinking is that a
“shrink-wrapping” of the phases within the narrow syntax is sufficient: There is no need for
multiple Transfer/Spell-Out operations within a single derivation. Multiple such operations
would introduce redundancy and necessitate some kind of buffered memory at the interfaces
to store the contents of each Transfer – The derivation proceeds from the bottom up but ex-
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Operationally, this account follows (Chomsky 2001) in taking C and v* to

be the relevant phase heads15. The Phase-Impenetrability Condition may

then be defined functionally in the following way:

(10) When a phase head C or v* is Merged with an object X, the domain
of the phase head (i.e., X) is rendered inaccessible to further
operations.

The mechanisms described above are joined by two other relevant processes

to form the core of the derivational system: Transfer, by which the structures

generated by Merge are sent to the interfaces, and Agree, by which the fea-

tures on individual lexical items and larger syntactic objects change during

the derivation. Both are elaborated upon over the next two subsections.

1.2.2 The semantic and external interfaces

The structures produced by the core computational system (often called

the “narrow syntax”) must eventually make their way to the semantic

(“conceptual-intentional”, CI) and external (“sensory-motor”, SM) inter-

faces via the process of Transfer. An examination of the intricacies of

these other systems is outside the scope of this dissertation, but a crucial

observation is to be made here about the conditions at both of these

interfaces – The structures produced by Merge: (i) can be assembled in

any hierarchical configuration; and (ii) do not encode linear order, but at

the CI and SM interfaces, some kind of hierarchical and linear ordering

(respectively) is necessarily imposed.

ternalisation proceeds from left to right, so material Transferred earlier in the derivation
must be held until the end to be externalised (or interpreted) anyway. (Chomsky and Fong,
p.c. April 2018)

15 The precise definition of a head usually comes mainly into play when structures are being
labelled for semantic interpretation (Chomsky 2013); phase heads here are simply taken
to be basic functional items (as opposed to more complex derived items/structures) that,
amongst other things, serve to mark the relevant phase boundaries.
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At the CI interface, for example, the first argument external Merged into,

say, a simple transitive v*P becomes the direct object, while the second be-

comes the subject. A different hierarchy would be rejected at the interface

for not matching the intended semantic interpretation. To reduce the time

complexity16 of the computational model in Chapter 4, the list of inputs to

the derivation (i.e., items to be external Merged in the Workspace) is there-

fore ordered in advance, as a form of implementational shorthand: Although

Merge could theoretically apply freely to form any hierarchical configuration

over the set of input items, it is assumed that the CI interface will reject the

other invalid or unintended hierarchies after Transfer (in line with Chomsky

2008; Ott 2010; Yasui and Asayama 2016, and others).

Similarly, the structures as expressed via the SM system are, by neces-

sity, ordered linearly with respect to time, since speakers cannot pronounce

multiple words simultaneously17. In fact, the linear ordering at the SM in-

terface is particularly interesting in the case of code switching, since dif-

ferent languages can have different surface orders for the same underly-

ing structures. Under the assumption that the structures are strictly binary-

branching, this may be explained by the traditional account of differences in

head-directionality between languages: At any single level of the hierarch-

ical structure, one of the elements (the head) will either precede or follow

the other (the complement) at the surface, depending on whether that ex-

pression is head-initial or head-final in a given language. In English, for

example, heads generally precede their complements, but in Japanese they

generally follow them, and in Chinese the direction depends on the specific

structure: VPs are head-initial but NPs are head-final, for example.

16 That is, how long the modelling algorithm generally takes to run.
17 Nor sign more than a few words at the same time, even in the case of sign language.

Uriagereka (2011) notes that the general insight has been noted and studied since at least
the late 1930s.
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NP

N
boy

MOD
from France

[ 12th November 2019 at 10:11 – classicthesis v4.6 ]

(a)NPs

VP

V
ate

MOD
an apple

[ 12th November 2019 at 10:11 – classicthesis v4.6 ]

(b) VPs

Figure 1.1: Surface order of English phrases (head-initial)

NP

MOD
Furansu-kara kita
France-FROM came

N
otoko-no-ko

male-GEN-child

[ 12th November 2019 at 10:11 – classicthesis v4.6 ]

(a)NPs

VP

MOD
ringo-o
apple-ACC

V
tabe-ta
ate-PST

[ 12th November 2019 at 10:11 – classicthesis v4.6 ]

(b) VPs

Figure 1.2: Surface order of Japanese phrases (head-final)

NP

MOD
lái
来

zì
自

fǎ
法

guó
国

de
的

come.from France GEN

N
nán
男

hái
孩

zi
子

male-child

[ 12th November 2019 at 10:11 – classicthesis v4.6 ]

(a)NPs

VP

V
chī
吃

le
了

eat-ASP

MOD
píng
苹

guǒ
果

apple

[ 12th November 2019 at 10:12 – classicthesis v4.6 ]

(b) VPs

Figure 1.3: Surface order of Chinese phrases (mixed)

Whether or not this directionality plays a part within the narrow syntax

is related to one of the theoretical issues explored in the current account:

Namely, whether code switching is actually a syntactic phenomenon in the

first place, or whether it is simply imposed at the external interfaces, akin

to a mechanism of repair. Chomsky (2008), at least, suggests that the “syn-

tactic determinants of order fall [entirely] within the phonological compon-

ent”, and the code switching (and calquing) data sheds more light on the
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issue by showing what happens when items from different languages —

specifically, languages that differ in head-directionality behaviour — are

combined into a single structure.

1.2.3 Lexical items, syntactic objects, and features

As described at the start of this section, the operations within the computa-

tional system are assumed to be invariant, so it must be the inputs to these

operations that result in the various differences we see between languages.

The simplest such inputs are lexical items: Individual bundles of features

that are drawn from some lexicon, enter into the derivational process, and

get built up into larger syntactic objects18.

The exact composition of the set of features that can appear on lexical

items is an empirical question19 outside the scope of this account, but there

are taken to be two general categories of features: Interpretable features

and uninterpretable features. Broadly, the difference between them is that

uninterpretable features, unlike interpretable ones, “have no semantic inter-

pretation”, and “must be deleted before they reach the semantic interface”

(Chomsky 2008).

As the derivation proceeds, the uninterpretable features get checked off

via the process of Agree, whereby they are given a value and rendered in-

active (i.e., “deleted”) by some compatible interpretable feature on another

syntactic object; if they are still active20 at the end of the derivational pro-

cess, the derivation will crash instead of completing successfully.

18 A syntactic object being any input to or output of Merge, comprising lexical items as well as
the more complex hierarchical structures they get built into.

19 Chomsky, Q&A session in Tucson, Arizona, 2015
20 Some researchers have drawn a distinction between the “valuation” and the “deletion” of a

feature, or have proposed more complex mechanisms of Agree. For example, Pesetsky and
Torrego (2001) suggest that uninterpretable features “marked for deletion” via Agree may
still remain active in the derivation for a while longer, possibly even beyond the boundary
of the current phase. Adopting this distinction would not substantively change the present
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Moving up a level, the lexical items themselves can be split into two gen-

eral types, lexical roots21 and functional items, in line with the traditional

lexical/functional distinction. This account assumes the notion that roots

are acategorial and need categorising functional heads to establish their syn-

tactic function, a view in line with the work of Hale and Keyser (1993) and

Marantz (1997), and many others, especially within Distributed Morpho-

logy. Separately, other functional items also enter the derivation to provide

a structure for semantic interpretation, even if they end up being phonolo-

gically null at the surface.

Given that the lexicon is the source of variation between languages, each

language’s lexicon must comprise at least the set of roots used in that lan-

guage, and include specifications for word order and various aspects of

morphophonological realisation. Whether or not functional heads are also

language-specific is another theoretical issue explored by this account: The

simplest assumption would be that functional items are also an invariant

component of the computational system (apart from the language-specific

roots), but the code switching data allows us to look for potential incompat-

ibilities between functional items in different languages.

The code switching data also allows us to explore a number of other is-

sues related to the lexicon. For example, we can investigate whether lexical

items enter the computational system fully-specified— that is, with all their

language-specific realisational properties in place — or whether the compu-

tational system deals only in simple feature bundles and abstract semantic

primitives, with the language-specific realisations coming into place only

at the interfaces (as in the realisational Late Insertion account within Dis-

account, and the modelling platform in Chapter 4 is extensible enough to support this and
other theory-internal stipulations as necessary.

21 To avoid confusion, I will simply use the word “roots” to refer to lexical roots in this context,
and use the phrase “lexical items” when referring to both roots and functional items in
general (i.e., as the elements that enter a syntactic derivation).
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tributed Morphology). We can also look at whether multiple lexicons from

multiple languages are available concurrently to multilingual speakers when

code switching, or whether all the lexical items from the different languages

are held together in one large flat multilingual lexicon22.

1.3 English‑Chinese code switching

Given the assumptions about a universal computational system laid out in

the previous section, we should rightly expect any language pair to be amen-

able to analysis. That said, English-Chinese code switching presents itself

as a compelling case study because of the ready availability of data (a con-

venience sampling of corpus data and speaker intuitions from Singapore

– explored further in Chapter 2), the wealth of literature on English and

Chinese individually in single-language contexts, and the inherent typolo-

gical differences between the two languages:

TENSE

English marks tense morphologically (e.g., with PST -ed), but Chinese
has no overt tense marking (Lin 2010), although it can have overt as-

pectual marking (e.g., with perfective ASP
le
了, as in Figure 1.3b).

AGREEMENT MORPHOLOGY

More generally, English exhibits some agreement morphology (e.g.,

with 3SG -s on verbs), but Chinese lacks inflectional morphology alto-

gether23.

22 Chomsky and Fong (p.c. April 2018) suggest that the latter is probably the case: This would
be the simpler assumption, removing the need for speakers to switch between multiple dis-
tinct lexicons at Transfer, as proposed previously by Wong (2017).

23 Some researchers have also suggested more fundamental differences in the way agreement
works between the two languages. Saito (2016), for example, notes that most researchers
assume that all languages have some form of φ-feature agreement, whether concrete or
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There is some debate in the literature about the status of certain

Chinese morphemes, such as plural
men
们. In any case, plural

men
们 is at least

optional, being “described in the literature as non-obligatory”, and it

in fact cannot appear in certain situations, such as with non-human

and inanimate nouns (Cook 2009).

SURFACE LINEAR ORDER

Surface linear order can differ significantly between English and

Chinese sentences: For example, English exhibits wh-movement,

while Chinese does not. More generally, there are differences in head-

directionality between the languages, as pointed out in Section 1.2.2.

Two differences in particular are analysed to make theoretical

points in the current account. Firstly, in Chinese relative clauses the

relative marker (
de
的) appears at the right edge of the clause, and the

head noun in turn appears on its right (as in 11a), whereas in English

relative clauses the relative marker appears at the left edge of the

clause, and the head noun appears on its left (as in 11b) :

(11) a. [[[
yǒu
有
have

zhè
这

zhǒng
种

this.kind

xīn
心

tài
态

mentality
]

de
的
REL

]
rén
人
person

]

‘People who have this kind of mentality’

[adapted from SEAME:01NC02FBY_0101]

b. [ People [ who [ have this kind of mentality ]]]

When the relative markers are replaced by calques in the converse lan-

guage (with
de
的 becoming one and who becoming

shuí
谁), however, the re-

lative position of the head noun obligatorily switches to the other side

as well. The full paradigm and analysis is presented in Section 3.4.1.

abstract, but proposes instead that languages like Chinese in fact lack φ-feature agreement
entirely, unlike English and similar languages.
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Secondly, most adverbials are pre-verbal in Chinese (Tai 1973; Ernst

2014), but English generally allows adverbials both pre-verbally and

post-verbally. Temporal adverbials, however, are a particularly inter-

esting case: They are obligatorily pre-verbal in Chinese, and obligat-

orily post-verbal in English.

(12) a.
tā
他
he

qù
去

nián
年

last.year

qù
去

shì
世

pass.away

le
了
ASP

‘He passed away last year.’

b. He passed away last year.

While perhaps a little morbid, this example serves to clarify some of

the mechanisms of interaction between code-switched and calqued

items, and is similarly analysed fully in Section 3.4.2.

SENTENCE‑FINAL PARTICLES

Chinese has a variety of sentence-final and discourse particles with no

generally-used counterpart in English, such as
la
啦,

lo
咯, and

ǎ
啊, amongst

others. Discussing their use in the Singaporean context, Gupta (1992)

(also in Gupta 2006) describes their functions and arranges them on

a scale from “tentative” to “assertive”. Some of them appear in the

Singaporean examples within this dissertation, and are explained at

the point of reference.

Dialects of Chinese

Up to this point, I have been using “Chinese” as a general term, but there

exist a range of language varieties (often referred to as dialects24) that come

24 This despite the differences in their historical development and their lack of mutual intelli-
gibility. Outside of mutual intelligibility, there has been much debate in the literature over
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under that term. While Mandarin is the standard variety spoken in modern-

day China and elsewhere, other dialects such as Cantonese and Hokkien (a

Southern Min dialect) are also widely spoken and understood across the

Chinese diaspora, particularly in Hong Kong and Taiwan respectively. In-

terestingly, speakers code switch between these Chinese dialects as well:

(13)
yī
一

zhǒng
种

one.kind
kiò
call

“kâu-ún”,
earthworm,

yī
一

zhǒng
种

one.kind
kiò
call

“tō-ún”
earthworm

‘One term [for an earthworm] is kâu-ún, another term is tô-ún.’

(From a game show hosted in the PRC:
fāng
方

yán
言

wén
文

huà
化

dà
大

sài
赛:

fú
福

jiàn
建

dì
第

èr
二

jiè
届 [‘The Dialectal Culture Competition: Hokkien, Round 2’]25.
Hokkien speech in boldface26.)

Bao (2005) claims that these varieties “share a ‘universal Chinese grammar’”,

despite a “lack of mutual intelligibility”; although this claim is practically

guaranteed to be untrue in a strict sense, given the well-studied differences

between various Chinese dialects in the literature27, the basic intuition here

is that these are distinct languages that are nonetheless typologically very

similar in terms of their lexical features. Although there is less data available

to this account from these language pairs, representative examples from

speaker intuitions can illustrate what happens when code switching occurs

what exactly distinguishes languages from dialects, but the general consensus is that the
exact criteria are socio-political in nature, as alluded to in the witticism made famous by
sociolinguist Max Weinreich: “A language is a dialect with an army and a navy” (Maxwell
2018).
I retain the use of dialect as a generic identifier for the various Chinese languages, for ease
of recognition and explanation.

25 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GRqxUZmOv8Y
26 Romanised according to the Pe̍h-ōe-jī system used in Taiwan since the late 19th century

(Klöter 2002).
27 In fact, even what is ostensibly the same variety of Chinese can be expected to exhibit vari-

ation between communities: For example, there are syntactic, phonological, and lexical
differences between Mandarin as spoken in Singapore and Mandarin as spoken in Beijing
(as noted by Lin and Wang 2007; Wong 2012, amongst others).
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between very similar languages (as opposed to the very different English

and Chinese cases), shedding more light on the core mechanisms at play.

1.4 Summary and research questions

This chapter set out some of the basic definitions, assumptions, and data

sources that will be used in the rest of the account, and offers a preview of

the questions and issues that will be explored via the code switching data:

RQ 1. At the broadest level, is the code switching data compatible with

a Minimalist model of the computational system for language? In

particular, can code switching be investigated as a syntactic phe-

nomenon, or are its effects simply limited to minor surface-level

variations, akin to a mechanism of repair?

The data suggests that code switching is indeed a syntactic phe-

nomenon governed by the mechanisms of the syntactic computational

system, in contrast to the surface-level effects of calquing.

(Pages 70, 79, 83)

RQ 2. How do the separate languages involved in code switching provide

the input required by the computational system? Do lexical items

from these languages enter the derivation fully-specified, carrying

with them all their language-specific features, including their phono-

logical, morphological, or other realisational properties?

The data provides support for a realisational view that distinguishes

the abstract features of lexical items, as used in syntactic computa-

tions, from their surface morphophonological properties.

(Pages 56, 67, 73)
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RQ 3. Are functional items language-specific as well, or is the set of available

functional items universal across languages?

The data suggests that the inventory of functional items, at least in

terms of their features, is to some extent universal across languages.

(Page 61)

RQ 4. Do speakers possess separate lexicons for different languages that are

available concurrently in code switching contexts, or are all the lexical

items they know held together in a single flat multilingual lexicon?

The data, via the observations described in the other questions, sug-

gests that lexical items from different languages are held within a

single flat lexicon, and interact extensively with one another during

the derivational process.

(Page 74)

RQ 5. Is it feasible to model this account computationally, in a way that is

also easily extensible to other analyses that might have theory-internal

differences but still fall under the Minimalist umbrella?

The modelling platform introduced in Chapter 4 shows that it is, in

practical fashion.

By highlighting exactly the cases where specific properties of separate lan-

guages come into contact (and conflict) within single sentences, occurrences

of code switching represent a potential source of useful data that can enrich

our understanding and inform future discussions of these issues.
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2 CODE SWITCHING IN SINGAPORE

With the defining principles of the theoretical framework now in place, this

chapter of the dissertation looks more closely at the sources of data, i.e.,

code-switched utterances from Singaporean speakers, that were used in the

analysis proper.

2.1 Why Singapore: Proficiency and prestige

Closely linked to the question of which language combination to study is

the issue of which language community to study it in. Singapore, as men-

tioned in section Section 1.3, immediately presents itself as a convenient

choice, primarily because of the ready availability of data (including my

own speaker intuitions). Beyond convenience, however, a number of socio-

linguistic and pragmatic factors come into play on this front, and this section

looks at two related ones — proficiency and prestige — to further propose

that the Singaporean context is a suitable one for study.

The matter of a speaker’s relative proficiency in the separate languages

involved has often been brought up in the context of code switching, from

the time of Weinreich (1953)’s article to the present day. That is, it is often

suggested that a speaker’s proficiency, by some given measure, has an effect

on the code-switched utterances produced (e.g., in terms of the frequency

with which code switches occur, the proportion of a discourse that occurs
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in one language versus another, or other types of properties associated with

the code-switched utterances).

That said, how exactly proficiency affects code switching has been a point

of much contention. In particular, researchers have drawn different conclu-

sions from the code switching behaviour of young bilingual children, under

the assumption that code switching is related to the process of language

acquisition or the development of linguistic competence. Some researchers

concluded that code switching occurred when children were not yet able

to differentiate between their two languages (argued against by Genesee

1989), or when one language was “considerably weaker” than the other

(Bernardini and Schlyter 2004) – In other words, they suggest that code

switching is a marker of linguistic incompetence. Other researchers have

instead concluded that children’s code switching behaviour illustrates their

grammatical and pragmatic knowledge, and is in fact a marker of “greater

language competency” (Yow, Tan and Flynn 2018, who also review some of

the previous research on both sides).

If we formalise and reframe the notion of proficiency under the Minim-

alist theoretical framework laid out in chapter Chapter 1, however, these

issues end up falling outside the purview of the narrow syntax. Since the

computational system for language is assumed to be invariant, with only

the lexicon differing from one language to another, a speaker’s (syntactic or

grammatical) proficiency in a language can be roughly defined in terms of

how many lexical items from a language they know, and in that sense would

not have any direct bearing on when or where they choose to code switch,

only how they do so, which is wholly dependent on the features they have ac-

quired for the lexical items involved. Differences in the observed properties

of code-switched utterances may then be attributed to two potential syntax-

external sources instead: (i) discourse-level concerns, such as politeness,
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register and style; or (ii) language “errors”, that is, idiolectal differences in

speakers’ lexicons for the languages involved, when compared against other

speakers or to some “standard” form of the language used in single-language

settings.

Although the current analysis thus cautiously sidesteps any controversy

surrounding these issues, we still want to take the reasonable step of minim-

ising, to the greatest extent possible, variation along these two axes when

picking a language community to study. To this end, prestige could work

as a proxy for both concerns: We will never be able to completely factor out

the individual differences that exist between speakers in a community, but

if the languages involved in code switching each bear high prestige in the

community when used alone in single-language settings, then we should

expect speakers generally to have fewer “errors” or inconsistencies in their

lexicons, because they would be incentivised to use the prestige forms; con-

comitantly, if code switching itself bears prestige in the same community,

we should expect speakers to code switch under the same common register

and stylistic contexts, because they would similarly want to use the code-

switched forms appropriately. This is exactly the case in Singapore.

2.1.1 English and Mandarin in Singapore

Both English and Mandarin are well-established in Singapore, and have

been accorded a high level of prestige through much of the country’s history.

English was brought to Singapore by the British when they first established

a trading colony on the island in 1819, and spread through the growing indi-

genous and non-European immigrant populations via the colonial education

system (Platt, Weber and Ho 1983; Gupta 1994). Mandarin similarly came
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into prominence during the colonial period, when it became the favoured

medium of instruction in Chinese public schools from 1917 (Ang 1998).

After the country’s independence in 1965, the government proceeded to

champion English and Mandarin as two of the four official languages in

the country. In particular, the government established a bilingual educa-

tion policy in 1966 that required Singaporeans to study both English and

a “mother tongue” as compulsory school subjects. These “mother tongues”

were assigned in a top-down manner based on ethnicity: Mandarin was

designated the mother tongue for the country’s ethnically Chinese major-

ity, and Malay and Tamil, the other two official languages, were designated

the mother tongues for ethnically Malay and ethnically Indian Singaporeans

respectively.

Since 1979, the government has also run a “Speak Mandarin Campaign”

annually with the stated aim of promoting Mandarin proficiency (to the ex-

plicit exclusion of other Chinese dialects, which used to be prevalent within

Singapore’s various immigrant Chinese populations1) in order to foster a

united Chinese communal identity and provide economic value in the face

of China’s growing economy at the time (Wee 2006). In addition, the gov-

ernment has run a “Speak Good English Movement” annually since 2000,

aimed in similar vein at the promotion of “standard” English (correspond-

ing approximately to general American or British English)2.

These policies appear to have had the intended effect of encouraging pro-

ficiency in both languages: In a study of 300 university and polytechnic

university students born and raised in Singapore, Siemund, Schulz and Sch-

weinberger (2014) found that 101 (33.7%) participants self-identified as bilin-

1 “Lee to launch ‘use Mandarin campaign’”. The Straits Times, 7 Sep 1979, 1. From
http://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/newspapers/Digitised/Article/
straitstimes19790907-1.2.9.

2 “Buck up, poor English reflects badly on us: PM [Prime Minister]”. The Straits Times, 30
April 2000, 4. From http://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/newspapers/Digitised/Article/
straitstimes20000430-1.2.8.8.
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gual in (only) English andMandarin, themost common combination. Broad-

ening the scope to participants who spoke English, Mandarin, and at least

one other language increased this number to 271 (90.33%) participants.

That said, it certainly cannot be suggested that every ethnically Chinese

Singaporean is a perfectly balancedmultilingual— that is, equally proficient

in both English and Mandarin — or that relative proficiency has no effect

whatsoever on code switching in Singapore. Goh (2017) argues, for example,

that relative competence in Mandarin (as indirectly indicated by the lan-

guage used predominantly in the home) does indeed affect the frequency

of English-Mandarin code switching performed by ethnically Chinese pre-

school children (aged 5–6 years old) in Singapore. Rather, the observa-

tion to be made is that Singaporean speakers can be assumed to be profi-

cient enough in both languages that the syntactic properties exhibited by

their code-switched utterances are the result of general principles govern-

ing code switching, rather than the result of language “errors” introduced

by idiolectal differences in the speakers’ lexicons.

2.1.2 Code switching and Singapore English

On the other side of the coin, code switching remains widespread in

Singapore despite the government’s emphasis on “standard” English and

Mandarin. It is especially common in informal contexts, and researchers

have often associated it with the colloquial variety of English spoken there,

called Singapore (Colloquial) English (SgE), or — more informally —

Singlish (Chng 2003). In fact, SgE (and code switching, by extension) has

long been described as a marker of Singaporean identity that bears covert

prestige despite the government’s efforts to eliminate it (e.g., by Wee 2005;

Cavallaro, Ng and Seilhamer 2014; Shin 2018).
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At this point, it would be prudent to try to get a clearer picture of what

exactly SgE is. Most of the existing literature has argued or assumed that

SgE is a full language variety of its own, the result of English being “mixed

with Malay words, Chinese grammar, and local slang”3 or a variety with

“much of its vocabulary ... drawn from English” and the “systemic transfer

of [grammatical] features of Chinese grammar” (Ansaldo 2009; Gisborne

2011). However, adopting this position for the current account would com-

plicate the picture somewhat, since we would then have to find a means

of differentiating between English and Mandarin lexical items on the one

hand, and uniquely SgE lexical items on the other: A sentence can hardly

be described to be the result of English-Mandarin code switching if it simply

comprises items from a separate SgE lexicon sui generis.
Under the Minimalist theoretical framework, it would be more parsimoni-

ous to suggest that SgE involves the interaction of actual lexical items from

the relevant substrate languages, rather than being a derived language vari-

ety of its own. In other words, there is no separate SgE lexicon, and items

from the English and Mandarin lexicons interact directly to generate SgE

sentences that can end up being ungrammatical in the original languages.

This does not mean that the English used in Singapore will be exactly the

same as the English spoken elsewhere, of course: Like any other regional

variety of English, it includes neologisms that would not be readily under-

stood by English speakers from other parts of the world, with an abundance

of terms like summon auntie (a lady who issues summonses for illegal park-

ing; a parking enforcement officer), economy rice (a dish consisting of rice

served on a single plate with various cooked meats and vegetables) and

hawker centre (an outdoor food court), and abbreviations like ERP (Elec-

3 “Speech by DPM [Deputy Prime Minister] Lee Hsien Loong at the launch of the Speak
Good English Movement 2001, Thursday 5 April 2001, 3.00pm”. National Archives of Singa-
pore, 5 April 2001. From http://www.nas.gov.sg/archivesonline/speeches/view-html?
filename=2001040502.htm.
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tronic Road Pricing) and PIE (Pan-Island Expressway) for local concepts and

landmarks. Instead, the crucial point here is that the English lexical items

used in single-language contexts in Singapore should not differ from the

English lexical items that appear in ostensibly SgE sentences.

If this were true, we would naturally expect to see SgE exhibit precisely

the types of interaction described in section Section 1.1.1: Code switching

and calquing4. This position, while unconventional, appears to be reason-

ably well-defensible; adapting from examples of three types of phenomena

that show the transfer of Chinese grammatical features into SgE, according

to Ansaldo (2009):

(14) a. [Sentence illustrating the zero copula in SgE; Ansaldo 2009]

Careful, laksa very hot.
‘Careful, the laksa is very hot.’

b. [Equivalent sentence in Mandarin and possible calque.]
xiǎo
小

xīn
心,

careful

lè
叻

shā
沙

laksa

hěn
很
very

shāo
烧。
hot

‘Careful, the laksa is very hot.’

c. [Equivalent sentence with English-Mandarin code switching.]

Careful, the laksa
hěn
很
very

shāo
烧。
hot

‘Careful, the laksa is very hot.’

(15) a. [Sentence illustrating predicative adjectives in SgE; adapted
from Ansaldo 2009]

Today weather very hot.
‘Today, the weather is very hot.’

4 But not borrowing, which technically involves only a single language and not the contem-
poraneous interaction of two languages, unlike the other two cases. Any borrowings must,
by definition, be into the “pure” English or Chinese lexicons.
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b. [Equivalent sentence in Mandarin and possible calque.]
jīn
今

tiān
天

today

tiān
天

qì
气

weather

hěn
很
very

rè
热。
hot

‘Today, the weather is very hot.’

c. [Equivalent sentence with English-Mandarin code switching.]

Today, the weather
hěn
很
very

rè
热。
hot

‘Today, the weather is very hot.’

(16) a. [Sentence illustrating topic prominence in SgE; adapted from
Ansaldo 2009]

My parents old fashioned a21?
‘My parents are old-fashioned, you say?’5

b. [Equivalent sentence in Mandarin and possible calque.]
wǒ
我

de
的

my

fù
父

mǔ
母

parents

lǎo
老

tǔ
土

old-fashioned

ǎ
啊?
TENT.PRT

‘My parents are old-fashioned, you say?’

c. [Equivalent sentence with English-Mandarin code switching.]

My parents
lǎo
老

tǔ
土

old-fashioned

ǎ
啊?
TENT.PRT

‘My parents are old-fashioned, you say?’

Notice that the SgE sentences above are all ungrammatical in English, but

correspond exactly to expected calques of their Mandarin equivalents (in

the second line of the glosses). They are also in free variation with their

English and code-switched counterparts (discounting issues of register and

style, as described earlier). In fact, (16a) ends with a directly code-switched

5 The discourse particle at the end of this sentence, often spelt ah, has been described as a
“tentative” (as opposed to “assertive”) particle that “keep[s] the interlocutors in contact” in a
discourse. In particular, it is often used in “checking sequences”, where one speaker requests
clarification or confirmation from the other (Gupta 1992).
The falling tone marking 21 here is retained verbatim from (Ansaldo 2009).
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discourse particle,
ǎ
啊: We know that it is not a borrowing into English be-

cause it retains its Chinese tone.

2.1.3 Mandarin vs. the other Chinese dialects

There is another potential source of controversy that should be addressed

here: The ethnic Chinese population in Singapore grew primarily as a result

of immigration encouraged by the British colonial government, but many of

these immigrants did not speak Mandarin natively. A majority of these early

immigrants came from southern regions of China, and in the 1840s most of

them spoke Southern Min dialects (Hokkien, 22.7%; Teochew, 47.9%) or

Cantonese (15.0%), as Bao (2001) notes in his description of the history of

SgE. It might therefore reasonably be asked whether Mandarin is in fact one

of the Chinese varieties active in general code switching contexts in modern

SgE, as the examples above assume.

There are a number of reasons to believe that this issue, although cer-

tainly one that merits investigation elsewhere, does not substantively affect

the concerns of the current account. Firstly, Mandarin was in active use

in Singapore at the time even if it was not the first language of much of

the Chinese population, as mentioned previously: Bao (2001) notes that an

increasing number of people became able to speak Mandarin as Mandarin-

medium education spread in the region through the early 20th century, ren-

dering it “an important component of the contact ecology of Singapore Eng-

lish”.

Secondly, there is the argument for a so-called “universal Chinese gram-

mar” shared by these dialects, a view described by Bao (2005) as “almost

unquestioned in Chinese linguistics”, even if it is not unanimously accep-

ted across the English-language literature. As previously mentioned in Sec-
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tion 1.3, a strict interpretation of the claim is prima facie untenable, but the

fact remains that the dialects are relatively similar typologically. In addi-

tion, the other Chinese dialects still enjoy covert prestige in Singapore as

well, especially in certain social contexts: Hokkien, for example, serves as

a lingua franca within the Singapore Armed Forces for soldiers from differ-

ent cultural and socio-economic backgrounds (Stroud and Wee 2007)6, and

most Singaporean males receive broad exposure to the dialect during the

two years of compulsory military service introduced by the government in

1967 for all 18-year-old men (as was, qualitatively, the experience of me and

my peers). These points suggest that Singaporeans should, at the very least,

be able to accurately differentiate between Mandarin and the other dialects

in code switching contexts. For example, the Hokkien code-switched equi-

valent of (15c) would not be out of place in a conversation in Singapore

either, and gives the exact same calque in English:

(17) Today, the weather chin
very

joa̍h
hot

‘Today, the weather is very hot.’

Finally, under the definition of proficiency in Section 2.1, full fluency in a

language is not a prerequisite for code switching: Speakers need only have

knowledge of any individual lexical item’s features in order to use it correctly

within the computational system. Gupta (2006), for example, notes that

discourse particles with apparent Chinese origins are used by non-Chinese

Singaporeans as well, disputing earlier claims that some particles are re-

stricted to the “ethnically Chinese basilectal”, or only used by speakers who

“speak or understand some dialect of Chinese”. In other words, examples of

code switching can still be found and analysed even in the speech of speak-

ers not fully fluent in Mandarin.

6 And is also the source of a litany of characteristic swear words that have been much used
and abused in Singaporean speech (Bok 2012).
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In sum, if something looks like English-Mandarin code switching, it would

be most parsimonious to argue that it is a case of English-Mandarin code

switching, rather than, say, a borrowing into SgE as a separate language

variety; the current theoretical framework allows us to do exactly this in a

principled and systematic way.

2.2 Why corpus data: The SEAME corpus

Another issue that has been debated in the code switching literature is

whether naturalistic or elicited data should be used in analyses. For ex-

ample, Mahootian and Santorini (1996), in a reply to a previous article by

Belazi, Rubin and Toribio (1994), claim that the latter had incorrectly ruled

out certain examples of code switching that did in fact occur in natural

speech, and suggest that this was a result of their primary reliance on eli-

cited grammaticality judgements. As they succinctly note:

The social unacceptability of code switching for many bilingual

speakers, together with the difficulty of providing a motivation

for switches in artificially constructed examples, has the con-

sequence that elicitation introduces a restrictive bias into the

data.

(Mahootian and Santorini 1996, p. 475)

In the Singaporean context, this “social unacceptability” is exacerbated by

the prestige accorded by the government to the use of (non-code-switched)

English and Mandarin in formal contexts, and the fact that code switching

is grammatically optional: Speakers can generally replace a code-switched
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utterance in some discourse by a monolingual one with the same semantic

import, or vice versa7.

In order to minimise the effect of this bias on the current account, much

of the data used was drawn from the South-East Asia Mandarin-English

(SEAME) corpus, a “spontaneous Mandarin-English code-switching speech

corpus recorded from [speakers in] Singapore and Malaysia” (Lyu et

al. 2015). Participants were recorded under interview conditions as well as

when conversing freely between themselves, and were at complete liberty

to spontaneously construct sentences as they wished, code-switched or

otherwise. Although the SEAME corpus is not the only code switching

corpus of Singaporean speech available, it was picked because the data

was collected from adult speakers between the ages of 19 and 33, avoiding

unnecessary concern about the linguistic development and proficiency of

the participants – The two other readily-available code switching corpora,

the Singapore Children Spoken Mandarin Corpus in (Liu and Goh 2006;

Zhao, Liu and Hong 2007) and the Singapore Bilingual Corpus in (Yow and

Patrycia 2015; Yow, Tan and Flynn 2018), contain only speech data from

pre-school children below the age of 7.

Any corpus, however, must necessarily be finite in scope, and by definition

cannot provide direct evidence of un-grammaticality8. Where necessary, I

therefore also used constructed examples based on the native intuitions of

Singaporean speakers, including my own, while remaining carefully cognis-

ant of the caveats above. Examples drawn from the corpus were tagged

7 See (Merchant 2015) for an interesting case where certain types of Greek-English code-
switched VPs cannot be uttered because they would violate the morphological rules of both
languages if they are overtly Spelt-Out using either lexicon; however, one still imagines that
they could be replaced in full by a monolingual sentence (with suitable alterations) without
changing the intended meaning.

8 Except perhaps meta-linguistically, when speakers are recorded explicitly discussing the un-
grammaticality of certain constructions in their conversations – But even instances like these
do not prove that other speakers would not use those constructions naturally. In fact, speak-
ers “sometimes reject as impossible the very sentences they have been recorded using” (Pfaff
1979, as quoted by Mahootian and Santorini 1996, and generally reported elsewhere).
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with their corpus-internal reference ID (see Appendix A for the key) to dis-

tinguish them from their constructed counterparts.

As an aside, the fact that the SEAME corpus included data fromMalaysian

speakers did not significantly affect its suitability as a data source: A major-

ity of the participants (63.2%) were Singaporean, and the corpus-internal

IDs were used to explicitly filter out data from Malaysian speakers. In any

case, the languages spoken inMalaysia and Singapore have historically been

very similar – Both countries are geographically close, saw a surge in Chinese

immigration under the influence of the British, and were in fact one single

country for a brief period of two years (1963–1965) before Singapore’s even-

tual independence. Some researchers have even suggested that the contact

varieties of English spoken in both countries have “only recently diverged”

(Deterding 2007). Nevertheless, examples were only drawn from the Singa-

porean speaker data, to avoid controversy.

2.3 Summary

This chapter examined aspects of the political, social and cultural context

of Singapore to suggest that code-switched utterances from Singaporean

speakers, especially ones involving English and Mandarin, would be a suit-

able source of data for a Minimalist analysis of code switching. The key

points made were that we can reasonably assume that (Chinese) Singapor-

eans are at least fairly proficient in both Mandarin and English, since both

are compulsorily taught in schools, and we can reasonably assume that they

can code switch between the two languages naturally as well, since code

switching is frequently observed.
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The chapter also dealt with the distinction between SgE, on the one hand,

and English and Mandarin, on the other, by putting forth the working as-

sumption that SgE phenomena are simply the results of interaction between

its substrate languages, in the form of code switching and calquing. In other

words, the current account does away with the idea of a separate SgE lex-

icon altogether. Even though the English spoken in Singapore may contain

dialectal differences that distinguish it from the types of English spoken

elsewhere, the English lexical items used in “standard” contexts in Singa-

pore should be exactly the same items that are active in SgE sentences as

well.

Finally, the chapter briefly noted the distinction between naturally occur-

ring and elicited data – although both are important and used in the present

analysis – and introduced the SEAME corpus, from which much of the code

switching data used in the current account was drawn.
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Chapter 2 looked at some of the sociological and pragmatic concerns associ-

ated with code switching, and this chapter now cautiously lays these issues

aside in order to get at the theoretical core of the phenomenon. Represent-

ative examples, both acceptable and not, are presented to paint a general

picture of code switching and explore the research questions posed in Sec-

tion 1.4 about the nature of the mechanisms, lexicons, and lexical items

involved.

3.1 Where is code switching allowed?

Under the assumption that the same syntactic computational system is

used in both code-switched and non-code-switched sentences, it comes

as no surprise to find that speakers code switch at a variety of levels

across the syntactic hierarchy, especially when one looks into the relatively

less-constrained corpus data (in line with the discussion about naturalistic

data in Section 2.2).

At the level of the CP and TP

Code switches can occur within the domain of C, including at the boundaries

of full (embedded) clauses, clause-level adverbials, and relative clauses.
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(18) a. Then he said [CP (
ǎ
啊)
HESIT

nǐ
你
you

shì
是
are

shuí
谁
who

]

‘Then he said, “Who are you?”’1

[SEAME:04NC08FBY_0201]

b. I thought [CP
tā
他
he

huì
会
will

zì
自

jǐ
己

by.himself

huí
回

lái
来

come.back

de
的
EMPH.PRT

]

‘I thought he would come back himself.’2

[SEAME:10NC20MBQ_0101]

In (18a) and (18b), the entire embedded clause is in code-switched Man-

darin, with the matrix clause in English. In particular, we know that the

embedded clauses are not calques from English because (18a) does not ex-

hibit wh-movement, and the adverbial
zì
自

jǐ
己 in (18b) obligatorily precedes

the VP
huí
回

lái
来, unlike the full English equivalent, come back himself.

(19)
suǒ
所

yǐ
以

therefore
[CP I

FS
I will go lah

ASS.PRT
]

‘Therefore I will go.’3

[SEAME:NI26FBP_0101]

In (19), the conjunctive adverbial
suǒ
所

yǐ
以 is in Mandarin, with the rest of the

CP in English. The SgE discourse particle lah may also be transparently

treated as a code switch to the equivalent Mandarin discourse particle
la
啦 at

the domain of C.4

1 Hesitation/filled pauses (i.e., “sounds made by people when they are hesitating or thinking”;
Lyu et al. 2015) are marked by brackets in the original transcripts.

2 The word的 (de) is analysed as an emphatic (or focus; Lee 2005) marker here, but it has a
number of other functions in Chinese, including as a relative marker (Wong 2017).

3 The discourse particle lah, sometimes spelt la, has been described as an “assertive” (as op-
posed to “tentative”) particle that “indicates a speaker’s commitment to what is said”. (Gupta
1992).

4 Lyu et al. (2015) essentially make no distinction here; the SEAME corpus simply uses the
English transcription when the particle “appears in [an] English segment” and the Mandarin
one when the particle “appears in [a] Mandarin segment”, as a matter of convention.
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(20) a.
shuí
谁
who

bù
不
NEG

xǐ
喜

huān
欢

like

zuò
做
do

[CP what
FS

they
FS

like
PRT

what they love

to do ]

‘Who doesn’t like to do, like, what they love to do?’

[SEAME:46NC41MBP_0101]

b.
nǐ
你
you

kě
可

yǐ
以

can

jìn
进
enter

tái
台

dà
大

NPR
[CP which is the University of

Taiwan ]

‘You can enrol at Taida, which is the University of Taiwan5.’

[SEAME:NI16FBP_0101]

(21) What you like and [CP what [TP
nǐ
你
you

bù
不
NEG

xǐ
喜

huān
欢

like
]]

‘(Then you will know) What you like and what you don’t like.’6

[SEAME:27NC47MBQ_0101]

In (20a), there is a code switch to English for the entire relative CP, which

serves as the complement to the Mandarin
zuò
做, and in (20b) the head noun

tái
台

dà
大 is in Mandarin, but there is a code switch to English for the non-restrictive

relative CP.

(21) is remarkably similar to (20a): Both contain free relative clauses, but

the one in (20a) is entirely in English while the one in (21) has the head

what in English and the rest of the clause in Mandarin. Assuming a Kayne-

style raising analysis of the relative clauses (as in Gallego 2006; Wong 2017)

whereby the head noun of the clause is raised out of the object position

into the domain of C, the code switch happens between what in C and the

rest of the clause (including the subject) in the TP. In particular, the fact

5 The speaker is referring to National Taiwan University.
6 For the sake of clarity, explanatory notes (in brackets) have been added to the translations

of glossed examples that do not constitute full sentences or are otherwise confusing. These
notes are all based on the original discourse context from the corpus recordings.
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that the head noun leaves a gap within a Mandarin phrase but is eventually

realised as English what suggests that the underlying lexical item has to

be non-language-specific, such that this kind of switch in language at the

surface is permissible (cf. RQ 2).

(22) [CP Who is fiercer than who ] and [CP
shuí
谁
who

chī
吃
eat

shuí
谁
who

de
的
EMPH.PRT

]

‘(It depends on) Who is fiercer than whom, and who eats (i.e.,
triumphs over) whom.’
[SEAME:NI26FBP_0101]

Finally, we see from (22) that English and Mandarin CPs can be conjoined

in the same sentence without issue.

At the level of the vP and VP

Code switches can also occur at the level of the vP/VP, including at the

junctures between auxiliaries, light verbs, main verbs, and objects.

(23) The invitation to [vP
gēn
跟
with

wǒ
我
me

yī
一

qǐ
起

together

kàn
看
watch

diàn
电

yǐng
影

movie
]

‘(I don’t really place a lot of importance on) The invitation to watch a
movie together with me.’
[SEAME:27NC47MBQ_0101]

(24) It [vP was [VP
zài
在
at

yī
一

gè
个

jiā
家

FS

yī
一

jiā
家

one.CL

rén
人
person

de
的
GEN

páng
旁

biān
边

beside
]]

‘(Of a bus company’s office:) It was beside (where) a family of
people (lived).’
[SEAME:NI10FBP_0101]

(25)
nà
那

gè
个

that

lǎo
老

shī
师

teacher

wèn
问
ask

shuí
谁
who

yào
要
want

[VP join badminton ]

‘That teacher asked who wanted to join (the) badminton (club).’
[SEAME:NI60MBP_0101]
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In (23), the English auxiliary to in T is followed by a fully-Mandarin vP.
Lower in the hierarchy, there is a code switch between the English light

verb was in v and the rest of the sentence in (24), and the entire VP join
badminton is in code-switched English in (25) .

At the level of the DP

Code switches also occur at the level of the DP, including in both subject

and object positions.

(26) [DP the songs ] [T ′

hěn
很
very

hǎo
好

tīng
听

pleasant.sounding
]

‘The songs are very nice to listen to.’

[SEAME:NI16FBP_0101]

(27) [DP
nǐ
你
you

de
的
GEN

liǎn
脸
face

] [T ′ is just that big already ]

‘Your face is just that big already (in a photograph).’

[SEAME:30NC49FBQ_0101]

(28)
wǒ
我
I

xǐ
喜

huān
欢

like

chī
吃
eat

[DP fish head ]

‘I like to eat fish heads (as part of a hot pot).’

[SEAME:NI66MBQ_0101]

In (26) and (27), the subject is in one language and the rest of the TP is

code switched into the other; in particular, (27) shows code switching for a

complex DP that contains a genitive construction. In (28), it is the object DP

that is code-switched instead.

At the level of individual lexical items

By far the most common instances of code switching, however, are code

switches at the level of individual lexical items. These switches can occur
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multiple times within the same sentence, and we can tell that they are not

borrowings or calques because of their general productivity and frequency,

and the presence of language-specific features. At a morphophonological

level, for example, English words should retain any relevant agreement mor-

phology, and Mandarin words should always retain their tone and other

surface properties7.

(29) Your
bìng
病
illness

is contagious

‘Your illness is contagious.’
[SEAME:04NC08FBY_0101]

(30)
miàn
面
noodles

is all carbo
jiǔ
酒
alcoholic.drinks

is all carbo

‘Noodles are all carbohydrates, alcoholic drinks are all
carbohydrates.’
[SEAME:17NC34FBQ_0101]

(31) a.
bù
不

shì
是

NEG

yīn
因

wèi
为

because

wǒ
我
I

xǐ
喜

huān
欢

like
emphasize

wǒ
我
me

gēn
跟
with

bié
别

rén
人

other.people
de
的
GEN

differences

‘It’s not because I like to emphasise the differences between me
and other people, ...’
[SEAME:NI15FBQ_0101]

b.
shì
是
is

yīn
因

wèi
为

because

wǒ
我
I

jué
觉

dé
得

feel

wǒ
我

men
们

we

yīng
应

gāi
该

should
like
PRT

gēn
跟
with

bié
别
other

de
的
GEN

culture
de
的
GEN

rén
人
people

duō
多
more

gōu
沟

tōng
通

communicate
‘... it’s because I feel that we should, like, communicate more
with people of other cultures.’
[SEAME:NI15FBQ_0101, continued]

7 Lyu et al. (2015) helpfully mark code-switched utterances in the SEAME corpus with a special
tag, and explicitly identify and transcribe Mandarin speech using Mandarin orthography.
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In (29) there is a code switch into Mandarin below the level of the DP, with

the English D your taking the Mandarin N
bìng
病 as a complement. In (30),

we know the Mandarin subjects
miàn
面 and

jiǔ
酒 are not calques from English

noodles and alcoholic drinks because they lack the English plural features

and show no agreement with the English is; conversely, we know that the

English TPs are not calques from Mandarin because the Mandarin structure

would necessarily have the equivalent of all precede the equivalent of is.
Finally, in (31a) and (31b) we see multiple code switches within the same

sentence, including to plural English differences and the English discourse

particle like.

3.2 Where is code switching not allowed?

Because code switching is relatively permissive in nature, we need to look

at where it is not allowed in order to begin rounding out the picture. These

cases help to highlight potential incompatibilities between code-switched

lexical items, and tell us more about how exactly the various features on the

lexical items come into play.

3.2.1 Redundant functional items

One situation in which code switching appears to be disallowed is when

lexical items with the same syntactic functions (more precisely, lexical items

which host the same functional features) are repeated locally. For example,

English -’s and Mandarin
de
的 can both function as GEN markers, and cannot

co-occur while modifying the same noun:
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(32) a.
nà
那

tiān
天

that.day

shì
是
was

Salvy
NPR

de
的
GEN

shēng
生

rì
日

birthday
‘That day was Salvy’s birthday.’

[SEAME:01NC01FBX_0101]

b.
nà
那

tiān
天

that.day

shì
是
was

Salvy’s
NPR.GEN

shēng
生

rì
日

birthday

c. *
nà
那

tiān
天

that.day

shì
是
was

Salvy’s
NPR.GEN

de
的
GEN

shēng
生

rì
日

birthday

(33) a. His previous fund’s
shǒu
首

wěi
尾

beginning.and.end
‘(He could not handle) his previous fund’s wrap-up8.’

[SEAME:29NC53MBP_0101]

b. His previous fund
de
的
GEN

shǒu
首

wěi
尾

beginning.and.end

c. * His previous fund’s
de
的
GEN

shǒu
首

wěi
尾

beginning.and.end

As the examples show, GEN -’s and GEN
de
的 normally stand in free variation,

but having both together at once renders the sentence unacceptable; in fact,

a search of the corpus shows only four instances where -’s appears before
de
的.

In three of those cases, the preceding word was a proper noun: Swensen’s,
the name of a restaurant chain, appears twice, and Angler’s, short for the
NTU Anglers’ Club, appears once. In the last case, the speaker uses the phrase

dad’s
de
的 friend (i.e., dad’s friend), but this is most likely to be a speech error

– All my native speaker consultants judged the phrase to be ungrammatical.

8 In the context of a bank employee finishing up a project assigned to him.
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This unacceptability is not particularly surprising, given that it occurs

even in single-language contexts. It is almost trivially true, for example,

that multiple copies of English -’s cannot be indiscriminately attached to the

same noun:

(34) Salvy’s birthday

(35) * Salvy’s -’s birthday

Within the current framework, the unacceptability receives a principled ex-

planation if we treat the redundancy as a violation of the Minimalist prin-

ciples of the Restriction of computational resources and Determinacy: Hav-

ing two copies of the same feature floating around the Workspace on dif-

ferent lexical items unnecessarily increases the size complexity of the Work-

space and makes it unclear which of the two should be checked by any

Agree operation, which necessarily causes the derivation to eventually crash.

What is noteworthy, however, is the ease with which -’s and
de
的 can replace

(and block) each other, and this kind of equivalence suggests that functional

items are indeed at some level universal across languages (cf. RQ 3).

As an aside, it should also be pointed out that the corpus does include

many examples like the following, where equivalent lexical items appear to

be repeated multiple times without issue:

(36) I know I know
nǐ
你
you.FS

you
FS

nǐ
你
you

dǒng
懂
know

nà
那

gè
个

that
direct bus

de
的
GEN

number
ma
吗
Q

‘I know; do you know the (service) number of the direct bus?’

[SEAME:30NC49FBQ_0101]

In this case, for example, the speaker repeats English you and Mandarin
nǐ
你

three times in total, alternating between the languages as they go, but native

intuitions (and a qualitative review of the prosody in the actual recording;
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in the first two instances, the speaker cuts the word off abruptly and pauses

slightly before continuing to speak) suggest that these were merely uncon-

strained false starts of the type commonly found even in single-language

conversations; the speaker may have been trying to decide which language

to use at that point in the discourse based on the sociological and pragmatic

concerns discussed in Chapter 2. Cases like these are unavoidable, given

that the corpus data was transcribed verbatim, but are treated here as par-

enthetical to the main sentences.

3.2.2 The Elsewhere Principle

Interestingly, the picture from the previous section changes somewhat un-

expectedly when the fusional English possessive pronouns are involved:

(37) a. It’s
wǒ
我
me

de
的
GEN

xìng
兴

qù
趣

interest
‘It’s my interest (i.e., hobby).’

[SEAME:16NC31FBP_0101]

b. It’s my
xìng
兴

qù
趣

interest

c. * It’s my
de
的
GEN

xìng
兴

qù
趣

interest

(38) * It’s me
de
的
GEN

xìng
兴

qù
趣

interest

(37a) – (37c) follow the same pattern as examples (32a) through (33c), with

the English possessive my unable to co-occur with Mandarin
de
的. In (38),
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however, we see that English me is also unable to co-occur with Mandarin
de
的 despite not having a GEN feature itself.

If lexical items enter the derivation fully-specified for their pronunciation

and other surface properties, there is no clear reason for the unacceptability,

since the features on English me and Mandarin
de
的 are neither repeated nor

incompatible; the two should simply have been Merged together without

issue and pronounced verbatim at the external interface as me
de
的. In fact,

we know that the Mandarin lexicon is not the source of the unacceptability,

since the full Mandarin equivalent in Figure 3.1b is perfectly grammatical:

DP

me
[1SG, PRO]

D
de
的

[GEN]

(a) * me的 (de)

DP
wǒ
我

[1SG, PRO]

D
de
的

[GEN]

(b)我的 (wǒ de) ‘my’

Figure 3.1: Structures for * me的 (de) and我的 (wǒ de) ‘my’

The discrepancy, however, receives a principled explanation if we adopt

a realisational view and propose that the suppletive English form my blocks

me
de
的 via some post-syntactic process (as in the Late Insertion account

within Distributed Morphology) and the Elsewhere Principle (Kiparsky

1973), which proposes that a more-specific surface realisation (i.e., one

that spells out more of the underlying features or targets a more specific

distributional context) takes precedence over a less-specific one (the “else-

where” form). This type of approach is not novel: Kim and Wong (2015)

present a similar competition-based approach to explain the distribution of

the “relexified” SgE reflexive ownself, with ownself essentially a calque of

Mandarin
zì
自

jǐ
己 ‘self’ under the definitions presented in Section 1.1.1.
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Let us first consider the monolingual English case. Under this account,

two rules act in concert to bring about the realisation of my in English: One

that causes the first-person pronoun me to be realised as my in a genitive

context, and a corresponding one that causes the genitive to be realised as its

zero allomorph in the context ofme. This process is functionally identical to
the one proposed by Embick andMarantz (2008) for the irregular realisation

of the past tense of give as gave, and may be formalised as follows:

(39) a. [1SG, PRO]→ me

b. [GEN]→

{
∅ / me
’s / elsewhere

c. me→ my / [GEN]

The Mandarin case will also involve, minimally, two insertion rules for the

first-person pronoun
wǒ
我 and genitive

de
的:

(40) a. [1SG, PRO]→
wǒ
我

b. [GEN]→
de
的

Under the most parsimonious explanation for the code switching cases, the

language-specific rules for both English and Mandarin simply apply at the

same time, and because the rule in (39b) is more specific than the one in

(40b), the zero allomorph always wins out in competition over
de
的 in the

context of me, explaining the aforementioned unacceptability of me
de
的.

These rules work as expected to generate the acceptable formsmy and
wǒ
我

de
的 ‘my’ and prevent the generation of ungrammatical forms like * me’s and
* me

de
的, but there is another contrast that remains unaccounted for:

(41) * It’s
wǒ
我
me

-’s
xìng
兴

qù
趣

interest
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(42) a.
zhè
这

gè
个

this

bài
拜

liù
六

Saturday

ruò
若

huì
惠

NPR
-’s birthday

‘This Saturday is Ruohui’s birthday.’

[SEAME:01NC02FBY_0101]

b.
zhè
这

gè
个

this

bài
拜

liù
六

Saturday

ruò
若

huì
惠

NPR

de
的
GEN

birthday

As (41) shows, English -’s is also unexpectedly unable to co-occur with Man-

darin
wǒ
我 ‘me’: Since both -’s and

de
的 are elsewhere forms in (39b) and (40b),

our ruleset incorrectly predicts that they should have been in free variation

with each other after Mandarin
wǒ
我 ‘me’.

The fact that English -’s can indeed stand in free variation with
de
的 after

other Mandarin nouns, as shown by (42), suggests that the crucial differ-

ence here is between full DP possessors and pronominal possessors. Let us

follow Bernstein and Tortora (2005) and Despić (2015), amongst others, in

assuming that pronominal possessors occupy a different structural position

from full DP possessors, as in Figure 3.2.

DP

DP

John
ruò
若

huì
惠

[3SG]

D ′

D
’s
de
的

[GEN]

PossP

D

my
wǒ
我

de
的

[1SG, PRO, GEN]

Poss ′

Poss NP

birthday

Figure 3.2: Structural positions of full DP possessors vs. pronominal possessors (ad-
apted from Despić 2015)
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With the full DP possessors in the higher structural position, -’s and
de
的

are simply in free variation, as predicted. To account for the pronominal

possessors in the lower position, the Mandarin GEN insertion rule in (40b)

can be modified to be more like the English one:

(43) [GEN]→


de
的 /

wǒ
我

de
的 / elsewhere

The homophony inherent in this paradigm is not ideal, but it is also not

without precedent: Sauerland and Bobaljik (2013), for example, discuss the

problem of distinguishing between syncretism and “accidental” homophony

in paradigms that have fewer exponents than cells9. In any case, the pro-

posal that Mandarin does have two separate structural positions for full DP

versus pronominal possessors (like English) is supported by the fact that the

full DP and pronoun can co-occur in Mandarin possessive constructions:

(44)
ruò
若

huì
惠

NPR

tā
她
her

de
的
GEN

shēng
生

rì
日

birthday
‘Ruohui’s birthday’

This example is analogous to the one Bernstein and Tortora (2005) present

for Norwegian, wherein the full DP similarly precedes the pronoun:

(45) Per
NPR

sitt
his

hus
house

‘Per’s house’

9 More general forms of (39b) and (43) may also be proposed that have ∅ and
de
的 inserted

for [GEN] in the context of [PRO], rather than specifically in the context of me,
wǒ
我, and the

other English and Mandarin pronouns. This would predict that forms like my
de
的 would be

acceptable: me is inserted via (39a),
de
的 is inserted via the general [GEN] rule, and me is

realised as my via (39c).
Such a general rule would be more economical than the ones proposed in the text here, but

my native speaker consultants were split on the acceptability of forms like my
de
的 (although

none rejected it outright).
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The crucial point here is that the examples show that lexical items do not

enter the derivation with all their language-specific realisational properties

included (cf. RQ 2). Rather, the computational system deals with abstract

bundles of syntactic features, with the final surface spell out of a given syn-

tactic structure determined via post-syntactic operations at a later point –

After it has been Transferred out of the narrow syntax. On the face of it,

an account that involves this kind of repeated access to the lexicon (once at

the start of the derivation, and again at the point of externalisation) hardly

seems like the most economical option, but it constitutes a straightforward

analogue to the multi-level language production models taken as standard

within psycholinguistics (as discussed by Pfau 2002; 2009). In addition,

these mechanisms are implicitly assumed in any account of surface-level

competition/blocking effects, and are needed to explain the existence of

calques (discussed below in Section 3.3) as well10.

3.2.3 Within single lexical items and idioms

If we assume that code switching is a syntactic phenomenon (and not a

surface-level one), we should, at a fundamental level, not expect to see code

switches below the level of single lexical items, since those are the minimal

units of computation in the syntactic system. This prediction is most starkly

borne out by the unacceptability of code switches within single Mandarin

compounds, even if they seem compositional:

10 One might also suggest that the computational system deals in abstract feature primitives
that are not associated with any lexical items and do not come from any individual lexicon
per se, but are instead drawn from some intrinsic palette of universal features; the lexicon is
then only accessed at the point of externalisation to provide “best-match” surface realisations
of these features from each language.
This falls quite a distance outside the scope of the current account, of course, and is linked
to questions about what exactly these syntactic features are, where they come from, and
how speakers engage in “voluntary action” to pick them out for a derivation, a process about
which precious little is known (Chomsky 2019b, and elsewhere).
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(46) a.
wǎn
晚

cān
餐

night.meal
‘Dinner’

b. *
wǎn
晚
night

meal

c. * night
cān
餐
meal

(47) a.
jī
鸡

fàn
饭

chicken.rice
‘Chicken rice’11

b. *
jī
鸡
chicken

rice

c. * chicken
fàn
饭
rice

The simplest explanation here is that the Mandarin compounds may origin-

ally have been compositional, but have since taken on a kind of idiomatic

meaning as a single lexical item that renders them indivisible; in English,

we might similarly consider firefighter to be a single lexical item in a way

that fighter of fires is not, despite the correspondence in meaning. Because

the hypothetical switches above are then all below the level of these single

lexical items, the computational system has no way of even accessing them

to generate the unacceptable versions12.

11 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hainanese_chicken_rice
12 At the surface, speakers can of course deliberately switch words around in ways similar

to these for jocular or ludic use, but these would become puzzles (like rebuses) that have
nothing to do with the underlying syntactic structures.
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Above the level of single compounds, code switches are generally un-

acceptable within larger idioms and set phrases as well (even though full

calques are possible, as we shall see in Section 3.3). This unacceptability is

similarly predicted, under the assumption that phrases with idiomatic mean-

ings are analogous to single lexical items:

(48) a.
rén
人
people

shān
山
mountain

rén
人
people

hǎi
海
sea

‘Very crowded (lit., a mountain of people, a sea of people)’

b. *
rén
人
people

shān
山
mountain

people sea

(49) a.
qī
七
seven

zǎo
早
early

bā
八
eight

zǎo
早
early

‘Very early (in the morning)’

b. * seven early
bā
八
eight

zǎo
早
early

(50) a.
nǐ
你
you

kàn
看
see

nǐ
你
you

‘Look what you’ve done!’

b. *
nǐ
你
you

see you

c. * you
kàn
看
see

nǐ
你
you

(51) a.
chī
吃
eat

shé
蛇
snake

‘To slack off (lit., to eat snake)’
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b. *
chī
吃
eat

snake

c. * eat
shé
蛇
snake

In all of these examples, the code-switched versions are unacceptable (or

at best lose their idiomatic meaning – (51b) and (51c) could conceivably be

used to describe the literal act of eating snake meat13). The loss of idiomati-

city between the full underlying structures and their code-switched counter-

parts, even despite their superficial correspondence on the surface, suggests

that any account of code switching must involve the narrow syntax, and can-

not be limited to surface-level mechanisms (cf. RQ 1).

3.3 Calques revisited

Given that code switching is generally prohibited within idiomatic con-

structions, it is perhaps initially surprising that full English calques of the

idioms from the previous section are all understood and acceptable within

the Singaporean context:

(52) a. People mountain people sea

b. Seven early eight early

c. You see you

d. Eat snake

In fact, theMandarin
chī
吃

shé
蛇 in (51a) is itself a calque of an equivalent Hokkien

idiom:

13 As in http://www.foodgem.sg/food/chinese/ser-wong-fun-hong-kong/.
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(53) chia̍h
eat

chôa
snake

In addition, calques can be completely ungrammatical in the surface lan-

guage, and even have different categories from their underlying sources.

(54) khí
go.up

chhia
vehicle

‘Die (lit., be laid upon a hearse)’

The Hokkien phrase in (54) is often calqued into English as up lorry14, with

the seemingly ungrammatical phrase being used as a verbal idiom and exhib-

iting English verbal morphology despite not containing any English verbs:

(55) a. Anyway here’s an update on the final batch of offspring that my
blue rili mama gave me before she up-lorried.15

[Blue Rili is a type of shrimp.]

b. My parent’s bosch top loader may be up lorrying soon.16

[Referring to a Bosch washing machine expected to break down
soon.]

c. Going to up lorry soon Liao....
ASP

still see no open...

‘(He’s) already going to die soon, but still can’t let things go.’17

[In reference to the murder of a 79-year-old woman by an
82-year-old man.

See no open is a literal calque of Mandarin
kàn
看

bù
不

kāi
开 ‘unable to let

go (of some kind of grudge or unhappiness)’.]

14 E.g., informally at http://www.uplorry.com/, http://www.singlish.net/uplorry/ and
elsewhere.

15 http://www.shrimpnow.com/forum/showthread.php/5431-Blue-Rili/page5
16 https://www.mycarforum.com/forums/topic/2634330-my-washing-machine-coe-

expired/?page=10
17 https://forums.hardwarezone.com.sg/eat-drink-man-woman-16/82-year-old-man-

arrested-relation-murder-79-year-old-woman-toa-payoh-6105379.html
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The crucial difference between these acceptable calques and the ungrammat-

ical code switches in the previous section is the fact that these calques re-

place the underlying idiom in its entirety – They do not target some subpart

of a single lexical item. Adopting the realisational/Late Insertion analysis

(as in the discussion in Section 3.2.2) then gets us these kinds of calques for

free: Unlike code switching, we can simply analyse calquing as a surface-

level mechanism, possibly in the face of lexical access difficulties, or for

stylistic, social, or pragmatic reasons.

This analysis of calquing as a surface effect, together with the fact that

these calques are acceptable in SgE despite being unintelligible in other vari-

eties of English, further suggests that these calques are only available when

the original Chinese lexical items are available as well. There do, however,

exist cases where calques appear to be used with no apparent knowledge of

their original forms. For example, people mountain people sea and long time
no see, another calque from Chinese18, are used by (at least some) American

English speakers who otherwise speak no Chinese19. Upon closer examin-

ation, these cases appear to function as borrowings rather than calques, in

the senses given in Section 1.1.1:

(56) a. Bilingual Chinese-English speakers initially produce the calques
by matching the underlying syntactic/semantic features from
Chinese (which may be compositional) with translated
surface-level English forms.

b. English speakers hear the English forms and borrow the
corresponding syntactic/semantic features as an idiosyncratic
whole. Phrases that were compositional in Chinese become akin
to single lexical items in this new form.

c. English speakers produce the English forms with the idiomatic
meanings in (solely) English contexts.

18 Long time no see 2019
19 https://languagelog.ldc.upenn.edu/nll/?p=9832
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As with other types of fossilised idioms, these borrowed calques need not

be grammatical in English (cf. idioms formed from constructions unused in

contemporary English, such as better late than never, so far so good, so long
[to mean ‘farewell’] and a ways to go). The point here is that the original

calques, at the point of inception, did involve the underlying Chinese lexical

items, even if the surface forms were later borrowed into English.

At the level of the narrow syntax, code switches therefore involve lexical

items frommultiple languages, whereas calques involve (underlying) lexical

items from one single language. It is only when the generated structures

are sent to the interfaces via Transfer that: (i) code-switched items receive

their realisational properties from their original lexicons; while (ii) calqued

items receive their realisational properties from a different lexicon than their

original source (cf. RQ 2).

We can therefore expect to see examples like the following, where the

code switched form and calqued form (and borrowed form, just to round

out the paradigm) are all available and used in the Singaporean context20:

(57) a.
hóng
红

bāo
包

red.packet
‘Red packet (cf. [1])’

(Code switch into Mandarin)

b. Red packet
(Calque into English)

c. Ang pow / Ang pao / Ang pau
(Borrowing into English)21

Because items from different languages — and not just full items, but their

separate underlying vs. surface feature sets — are involved and accessed at

20 E.g., in: “Hongbao giving”. National Library Board, Singapore. From http://eresources.
nlb.gov.sg/infopedia/articles/SIP_846_2005-01-04.html

21 Ang pow 2019
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multiple levels across the human language system, it would be most parsi-

monious to conclude that all the lexical items used by a speaker are held

together in a flat multilingual lexicon, facilitating the relative ease of access

and interaction (cf. RQ 4). This notion of a single lexicon wherein lexical

items from multiple languages can interact could also play an explanatory

role in the discussions of transfer and interference effects in L2 (and even L3

and beyond) acquisition, as in the work of Park and Starr (2016) on Korean,

Sanz (2000) on Catalan, and many others.

3.4 Word order effects

As was pointed out in Section 1.2.2, surface word order can also vary sig-

nificantly between languages. Under the assumption that code switching

involves actual lexical items from multiple languages, we should consider

what happens when conflicts arise with respect to surface order. Two cases

are analysed below where English and Mandarin exhibit different surface

word orders: The formation of relative clauses, and the placement of tem-

poral adverbials.
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3.4.1 Relative clauses

Surface order of the canonical forms

In Mandarin relative clauses, the relative marker
de
的22 necessarily appears at

the right edge of the clause, with the head noun following it on the right

(as in 11a, reproduced in 58a). English relative clauses, on the other hand,

have the relative marker appearing at the left edge of the clause, with the

head noun preceding it on the left (as in 11b, reproduced in 58b):

(58) a. [[[
yǒu
有
have

zhè
这

zhǒng
种

this.kind

xīn
心

tài
态

mentality
]

de
的
REL

]
rén
人
person

]

‘People who have this kind of mentality’

b. [ people [ who [ have this kind of mentality ]]]

The ordering of the clause and head nounwith respect to the relative marker

remains unchanged even if code switching occurs within the relative clause

– Mandarin
de
的 always precedes the head noun and follows the rest of the

clause, while English relative Ds always follow the head noun and precede

the rest of the clause:

(59) a. [[[
yǒu
有
have

zhè
这

zhǒng
种

this.kind
mentality ]

de
的
REL

]
rén
人
person

]

‘People who have this kind of mentality’
[SEAME:01NC02FBY_0101]

b. [ people [ who [
yǒu
有
have

zhè
这

zhǒng
种

this.kind
mentality ]]]

22 There is some contention in the literature over the exact number and nature of the functions
of Mandarin 的 (de); Zhou and Han (2012), for example, suggest that it is a category unto
itself, projecting a DeP, because it doesn’t fit the distributions of a traditional C or D. This
account takes it to be polysemous instead (in line with Lee 2005 and others), and analyses
it as a relative marker in these cases. In any case, adopting Zhou and Han (2012)’s proposed
DeP structure does not significantly change the underlying structure of the relative clause,
as Wong (2017) notes.
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(60) a.
nà
那

gè
个

that.CL
[[[ make it possible for you ]

de
的
REL

] cheerleader ]

‘That cheerleader who made it possible for you (to finish a
marathon)’

[SEAME:28NC52FBQ_0101]

b.
nà
那

gè
个

that.CL
[

la
啦

la
啦

duì
队

yuán
员

cheerleader
[ who [ made it possible for you ]]]

Changing the relative ordering of the components by moving the relative

marker or head noun to the opposite side of the clause results in ungram-

maticality, for both the Mandarin (61) and English (62) relative markers:

(61) a. * [
rén
人
person

[[
yǒu
有
have

zhè
这

zhǒng
种

this.kind
mentality ]

de
的
REL

]]

b. * [
rén
人
person

[
de
的
REL

[
yǒu
有
have

zhè
这

zhǒng
种

this.kind
mentality ]]]

(62) a. * [[ who [
yǒu
有
have

zhè
这

zhǒng
种

this.kind
mentality ]] people ]

b. * [[[
yǒu
有
have

zhè
这

zhǒng
种

this.kind
mentality ] who ] people ]

We know that this ungrammaticalitymust be a surface effect, because the un-

derlying structures of English and Mandarin relative clauses are analogous

to each other (Figure 3.3, in line with Wong 2017; note that the underlying

structures by definition do not encode linear order, but the trees are shown

branching in different directions as a visual representation of the eventual

surface forms).
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DP

cP

c ′

CP

C ′

yǒu
有

zhè
这

zhǒng
种 mentality

have this.kind mentality

DP

de
的 ti
REL

c

N
rén
人i

person

D

[ 3rd November 2019 at 15:48 – classicthesis v4.6 ]

(a) Simplified structure for (59a)

DP

D cP

N
people

c ′

c CP

DP

who ti
REL

C ′

yǒu
有

zhè
这

zhǒng
种 mentality

have this.kind mentality

[ 3rd November 2019 at 15:49 – classicthesis v4.6 ]

(b) Simplified structure for (59b)

Figure 3.3: Analogous structures for relative clauses with English and Mandarin relative markers
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Surface order of the calqued forms

The story, however, takes something of a curious turn when we consider the

calqued forms of the relative markers. In SgE, Mandarin
de
的 can be replaced

in function by a calque, one (Alsagoff and Ho 1998; Kim 2012; Bao 2009), and

English who similarly has a potential calque in Mandarin
shuí
谁 ‘who’. These

calques are unexpectedly un-grammatical in the positions occupied by the

original forms, in direct contrast to the grammatical examples in (59):

(63) a. * [[[
yǒu
有
have

zhè
这

zhǒng
种

this.kind
mentality ] one

REL
]

rén
人
person

]

b. * [ people [
shuí
谁
who

[
yǒu
有
have

zhè
这

zhǒng
种

this.kind
mentality ]]]

Rather, in order for the calqued forms to be acceptable two things must

be true: (i) the calqued relative marker must appear on the same side of the

clause as its original form; but (ii) the head noun must appear on the side

of the clause that matches the surface language:

(64) (Surface) English relative markers

a. people who
yǒu
有
have

zhè
这

zhǒng
种

this.kind
mentality

b. people
yǒu
有
have

zhè
这

zhǒng
种

this.kind
mentality one

REL

c. * who
yǒu
有
have

zhè
这

zhǒng
种

this.kind
mentality people

d. *
yǒu
有
have

zhè
这

zhǒng
种

this.kind
mentality one

REL
people
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(65) (Surface) Mandarin relative markers23

a.
shuí
谁
who

yǒu
有
have

zhè
这

zhǒng
种

this.kind
mentality

de
的
DE

rén
人
person

b.
yǒu
有
have

zhè
这

zhǒng
种

this.kind
mentality

de
的
REL

rén
人
person

c. *
rén
人
person

shuí
谁
who

yǒu
有
have

zhè
这

zhǒng
种

this.kind
mentality (

de
的)
DE

d. *
rén
人
person

yǒu
有
have

zhè
这

zhǒng
种

this.kind
mentality

de
的
REL

In all of our previous examples, calques could appear in exactly the same

linear surface position as their code-switched counterparts, but the surpris-

ing difference in grammaticality between code switching and calquing here

shows that: (i) word order is indeed a surface-level phenomenon (as is

calquing, by extension); and (ii) code switching is indeed a syntactic phe-

nomenon, by contrast (cf. RQ 1).

As an aside, it should be noted that this account somewhat contradicts

the one given by Wong (2017), since the latter presents examples like the

following as showing that head nouns can retain the English order even with

Mandarin
de
的:

23 Although的 (de) appears even when谁 (shuí) ‘who’ is ostensibly functioning as the relative
marker, as in (65a), it functions in these cases as a simple linking particle between the clause
and the head noun: 的 (de) is generally obligatory for cases of pre-nominal modification in
Mandarin, even in non-relative contexts.
In any case, the suggestion that谁 (shuí) is acting as a calque of English who in these cases is
supported by the fact that non-Singaporean native Mandarin speakers actually judge this use
of谁 (shuí) to be ungrammatical. In other words, this use of谁 (shuí) did not originate in
the “pure” Mandarin lexicon. (Similarly, the Singaporean use of one as a calque of Mandarin
的 (de) would be unacceptable in “pure” varieties of English that did not have the Mandarin
lexical item available.)
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(66) a. Those kind tighten knee de
de

‘The kind which tightens (around) the knee’

b. Those work in army base de
de

‘Those who work in Army bases’

c. Those jailbreak de
de

‘Those (phones) which (you) jailbreak’

d. Those market buy de
de

‘Those which (you) buy (at the) market’

[From Wong 2017, p. 5–6]

However, the head nouns are actually elided in (66b) - (66d), and in (66a),

the ostensible English head noun kind is best analysed as part of a calque of

a Mandarin D instead, where the equivalent word,
zhǒng
种, is not optional:

(67)
nà
那
those

zhǒng
种
kind

‘Those’

When the head nouns are overt, they follow
de
的, as expected:

(68) a. Those kind [[[tighten knee] de]
de

knee guards]

‘Those knee guards which tighten (around) the knee’

b. Those [[[work in army base] de]
de

contractors]

‘Those contractors who work in Army bases’

c. Those [[[jailbreak] de]
de

phones]

‘Those phones which (you) jailbreak’
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d. Those [[[market buy] de]
de

fruits]

‘Those fruits which (you) buy (at the) market’

3.4.2 Temporal adverbials

A second example of word order differences between the two languages is in

the placement of temporal adverbials: Temporal adverbials are obligatorily

pre-verbal in Mandarin (as in 12a, reproduced in 69a) but post-verbal in

English (as in 12b, reproduced in 69b).

(69) a.
tā
他
he

qù
去

nián
年

last.year

qù
去

shì
世

pass.away

le
了
ASP

‘He passed away last year.’

b. He passed away last year.

This order is maintained even if code switching occurs in the rest of the

sentence24:

(70) a. he
qù
去

nián
年

last.year
pass away

le
了
ASP

‘He passed away last year.’

b.
tā
他
he

passed away last year

As with the relative clause examples, however, moving the temporal adverbi-

als to the other side of the verbal phrase results in ungrammaticality for both

the Mandarin and English examples:

24 The Mandarin aspectual marker 了 (le) is not a direct equivalent of the English past tense
marker -ed, but the point about word order effects made in the present account stands if we
note that they are both linearly adjacent to the VP at the surface, and occupy roughly the
same position in the syntactic hierarchy between C and v.
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(71) a. *
tā
他
he

qù
去

shì
世

pass.away

le
了
ASP

qù
去

nián
年

last.year

b. * He last year passed away.

To see what happens in the calquing case, consider the Hokkien verbal idiom

khí chhia ‘pass away’ introduced in (54), which has the same distributional

properties as Mandarin
qù
去

shì
世 ‘pass away’:

(72)
tā
他
he

qù
去

nián
年

last.year
khí chhia
pass.away

le
了
ASP

‘He passed away last year.’

The phrase khí chhia can be calqued into English as up lorry, as noted earlier,

and doing so induces a change in surface word order similar to the one

described in the previous section for relative clauses:

(73) He last year up lorry already.

(74) a. He up-lorried last year.

b. * He last year up-lorried.

When the entire sentence is calqued into English, as in (73), the surface

order follows theMandarin one exactly, with the temporal adverbial last year
coming pre-verbally. However, when only the phrase up lorry is calqued, as

in (74a) where it takes English verbal morphology, the surface order follows

the canonical English one, with the temporal adverbial last year coming post-

verbally instead.

This suggests that the sentential calque in (73) is a translation at the sur-

face of the full underlying Mandarin sentence (notice the contrast in gram-

maticality with 71b, which is underlyingly an English sentence). When only
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the verbal idiom up lorry is a calque, with the higher elements in the syn-

tactic hierarchy in English (as is evident from the use of English inflectional

morphology), then the English surface order must be followed, even though

the calqued item is underlyingly Hokkien; in fact, the ungrammaticality of

(74b) remains even if we further take last year to be a transparent calque of

Mandarin
qù
去

nián
年 ‘last year’, and is in contrast to the grammatical Mandarin

and code-switched forms in (69a) and (70a).

Once again, these contrasts show that calquing is a surface-level phe-

nomenon, with calques able to conform to the word order of the surface

language as imposed by elements higher in the hierarchy, whereas code

switching is, by contrast, a syntactic phenomenon (cf. RQ 1).

3.5 Summary

Through looking at representative cases of code switching in the Singapor-

ean context, this chapter has shown that a Minimalist account of the phe-

nomenon is both possible and productive, and has shone some light on the

other research questions laid out in Chapter 1. In particular, by using the

SEAME corpus as the primary data source, the account avoided the restrict-

ive bias often associated with elicited code switching judgements.

By showing the ungrammaticality of code switches below the level of

single lexical items, and by showing the differences in distribution between

code switches of underlying lexical items and calques at the surface, the ac-

count demonstrated that code switching is indeed a syntactic phenomenon

and should be treated as such. In addition, the contrasts highlighted provide

support for the distinction between the computations in the syntactic system

and the post-Transfer determinants of word order at the external interface.
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Similarly, by showing that the surface features of larger syntactic categor-

ies can block the individual realisations of smaller ones via the Elsewhere

Principle, the account shows that language-specific realisational features on

the lexical items only come into play outside of the narrow syntax.

By showing the broad compatibilities between grammatical structures

and functional categories between different languages, this account sug-

gests that functional items (or at least their functional features) are at some

level universal across languages as well.

Finally, the ease of access to surface and underlying features from mul-

tiple lexical items across multiple languages at multiple levels of the human

language system suggests that speakers hold all lexical items in a flat mul-

tilingual lexicon, rather than having well-defined boundaries between the

lexicons for individual languages (as was previously suggested, for example,

by Wong 2017).
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COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING PLATFORM



4 THE CODE SWITCHING TOOLKIT

This chapter pivots to the practical applications of the current account by in-

troducing and detailing the operation of the computational modelling plat-

form developed for this project.

4.1 Introduction and rationale

As Sitaram et al. (2019) note in their survey of the field, there has been a

growing interest within the NLP community in applications that make use of

code-switched data, including in automatic speech recognition and speech

synthesis, language identification and modelling, named entity recognition,

POS tagging, parsing, question answering, machine translation, discourse

analysis, and elsewhere. Above any statistical machine learning approach,

however, the spectre of data scarcity looms large; and the association of

code switching with spoken and relatively informal contexts renders useful

code switching data that much the harder to come by.

One method of mitigating the issue of data scarcity is to supplement real

code switching data with generated sets of synthetic data during the training

process, and there have been attempts to draw upon insights from linguistic

theory as part of this generation procedure. Pratapa et al. (2018), for ex-

ample, use the assumptions of Poplack (1980)’s equivalence constraint to

generate synthetic code-switched English-Spanish sentences from corpora

of monolingual English and Spanish ones. Their approach, however, is
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something of a top-down one: They first use a machine translation and

word alignment toolchain to translate (fully) English sentences to Spanish

and vice versa, and obtain surface-level mappings between the English and

Spanish words. They then generate syntactic parses for only the English

sentences, replace the English words in the parse tree with their Spanish

counterparts, and apply stipulated transformations to the trees (e.g., chan-

ging the linear order of sibling nodes to match Spanish word order, insert-

ing empty strings for English words without Spanish counterparts, and col-

lapsing multiple nodes into single ones when multi-word sequences in one

language correspond to single words in the other1) to turn them into sup-

posed Spanish parse trees. In other words, they start with the external,

surface-level representations of the English/Spanish sentences and attempt

to get indirectly at their corresponding underlying structures.

The Code Switching Toolkit (CSTK), the Minimalist modelling platform de-

veloped for this dissertation, lays the groundwork for the converse, bottom-

up approach: That is, it starts within the domain of the narrow syntax, with

a focus on individual lexical items from the different languages and their as-

sociated features. We can then run these lexical items through the computa-

tional system to derive the final hierarchical structures, rather than relying

on potentially flawed high-level manipulations of monolingual data to get

at the same.

In addition, the Minimalist approach also helps to alleviate the data

scarcity problem at a conceptual level. By Pratapa et al. (2018)’s own estim-

ation, traditional approaches to code switching require “probably 10 or 100

times” more data for training than monolingual systems, because enough

data will be needed to differentiate between: (i) individual grammars

1 The theoretical framework that they adopt assumes that languages are defined by context-
free phrase structure grammars, so the generated parse trees encode surface linear order in
addition to structural hierarchy, unlike in the Minimalist model. See their original paper for
example diagrams that illustrate these transformations.
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for the languages involved; and (ii) code-switched versus monolingual

sentences. The Minimalist approach, on the other hand, eases this burden

significantly: Because (i) the computational system is taken to be invariant

across the various languages involved; and (ii) the lexical items used in

code-switched sentences are taken to be the exact same ones used in

monolingual sentences, both of the previous distinctions are, respectively,

rendered irrelevant.

As a platform, the CSTK is designed to implement a fundamental set of

Minimalist principles while remaining extensible enough to accommodate

the internal differences that may arise between individual theories under

the umbrella of the Minimalist Program. For example, the system was built

with a number of default parameters and components that are geared to-

wards symbolic manipulations and hand-maintained lexical items, but these

can be modified or replaced as needed: It is also possible to train machine

learning models to identify features on lexical items instead, or even use

continuous (as opposed to discrete) features while building and curating the

computational system separately in a well-defined way. The crucial theoret-

ical point demonstrated, however, is that the system handles code switching

data no differently from monolingual data, with no recourse made to any

special code switching-specific mechanisms. The platform presented here

thus serves as a practical implementation of the unified account of code

switching set forth in the first part of this dissertation.

The rest of this chapter describes the general architecture of the CSTK and

its default parameters. The source code and documentation for the CSTK

are maintained at https://github.com/ZechyW/cs-toolkit and should be

considered a technical appendix to this dissertation.
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4.2 Architecture and interface

The CSTK is designed as a comprehensive end-to-end system: That is, it

connects a frontend web-based user interface with the backend derivational

engine (i.e., the implementation of the syntactic computational system) and

its data stores, although a pure HTTP API allows other custom clients to

make requests against the backend as well.

Client frontend: React/Redux

For portability and ease of use, the main user interface for the CSTK (Fig-

ure 4.1) is a web-based UI built with React2, the declarative UI framework

developed by Facebook. A Redux3 store is used to manage the state of the UI

(i.e., the current position of movable/resizeable UI elements and the current

contents of UI input elements), which remains persistent across separate vis-

its to the web app.

The UI allows users to easily generate and explore new derivations: Users

enter the input lexical items into a field that offers autocomplete suggestions

as they type4, and the hierarchical structures generated by the derivational

engine are represented as trees (instead of the raw data structures returned

by the backend). Users can also scrub backwards and forwards through a

visual timeline of the derivation to see what processes are taking place at

every step along the way.

At a more general level, the React-Redux combination allows users to cus-

tomise the layout of the UI to their liking, and continue exactly where they

2 https://reactjs.org/
3 https://redux.js.org/
4 Which has the added benefit of preventing users from unintentionally submitting invalid

lexical items to the backend derivational engine.
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Generate Derivations
Build a bottom-up Lexical Array in the box below, then hit the
Derive! button to attempt to generate a corresponding derivation.
The language for each item is displayed in brackets next to its
text, with functional items showing func as their language.

Add lexical items by typing and selecting from the pop-up list.
Delete items by pressing backspace, or by clicking on the ×
icon in the item.
Move items by dragging them around with the mouse.

Add a new lexical item

Derive!

Lexical Item List
Click on individual lexical items to select them; selected lexical
items can be added directly to the Lexical Array input.

Double click on column resize handles to autosize columns.

Fit columns to table Add selected to Lexical Array

1 to 6 of 6   Page 1 of 1  

Item Language Features

v* func [PhaseHead], [Case, acc], […

T func [uPhi, EPP], [Case, nom]

John en [uCase], [Phi, number:sing…

C func [PhaseHead]

Derivation Status
Each derivation follows multiple paths as different operations are applied to the items in the lexical array, and each of these derivational
chains can end in either a Convergence or a Crash.

Fit columns to table

Lexical Array Convergences Crashes Creation Time Last Chain Time

The Code Switching Toolkit
A Minimalist framework for exploring code switching data

Figure 4.1:Default UI layout for the CSTK

left off each time they access the app. For example, the various panels in

the layout can be rearranged and resized as necessary, and if the user closes

the app while partway through selecting lexical items for a derivation, their

existing selections will be restored when the app is next opened.

Client backend: Django/Channels/Django REST Framework

Via the browser, the client UI communicates with the client backend, which

essentially acts as the gateway for interaction with the rest of the platform.

The client backend is written in Python and managed via the Django web

framework5, again with an eye towards user-friendliness: Django provides a

visual interface (Figure 4.2) that allows users to easily modify the currently

5 https://www.djangoproject.com/
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Data Management
/ Data Management

Apps Action

Authentication and Authorization Groups

Django Dramatiq Tasks

Grammar Generator descriptions

Rule descriptions

Derivation requests

Derivations

Derivation steps

Syntactic objects

Lexicon Lexical items

Features

Feature properties

Users Users

Recent Actions (My Actions)

None available

cs-toolkit 



  Recent Actions

Search

+ ✏ 

+ ✏ 

+ ✏ 

+ ✏ 

+ ✏ 

+ ✏ 

+ ✏ 

+ ✏ 

+ ✏ 

+ ✏ 

+ ✏ 

+ ✏ 

The CS Toolkit

AUTHENTICATION AND AUTHORIZ…

DJANGO DRAMATIQ

GRAMMAR

LEXICON

USERS

Figure 4.2:Default admin interface for the CSTK

defined lexical items and features, as well as perform administrative tasks

like manage user privileges and access the logs for the derivational engine.

The backend also integrates the Django Channels project6, which

allows for real-time asynchronous communication across multiple client

connections via the WebSocket protocol. In practical terms, this means that

changes made by one user can be propagated immediately to every other

user currently on the app. For example, if one user makes changes to the

feature set of some lexical item, everyone else will see the new feature set

in their own browsers as well. Multiple people can therefore collaborate

seamlessly to curate the database of lexical items or the parameters of the

6 https://channels.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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derivational engine simultaneously7. The web app proper is also served

using Daphne8, the default Channels HTTP/WebSocket server.

In addition, the backend also supports non-browser clients via the Django

REST Framework9, allowing automated tools and scripts to make requests

against the backend via an HTTP API (Figure 4.3). For example, users can

retrieve the full list of lexical items and their features as raw JSON data,

and request the computation of a new syntactic derivation programmatically

rather than via the visual browser interface.

OPTIONS

Lexical Item List

Lexical Item List
GET /api/lexicon/

HTTP 200 OK
Allow: GET, HEAD, OPTIONS
Content-Type: application/json
Vary: Accept 
 
[ 
    { 
        "id": "2b0df806-a22f-4978-8f29-30290a999f9f", 
        "text": "v*", 
        "language": "func", 
        "features": [ 
            "[PhaseHead]", 
            "[Case, acc]", 
            "[uPhi]" 
        ] 
    }, 
    { 
        "id": "2d529149-9f68-44f9-84fc-66fdd691fccd", 
        "text": "T", 
        "language": "func", 
        "features": [ 
            "[uPhi, EPP]", 
            "[Case, nom]" 
        ] 
    }, 
    { 
        "id": "4bd5be35-af61-4523-8aa5-24a345d6e809", 
        "text": "John", 
        "language": "en", 
        "features": [ 
            "[uCase]", 
            "[Phi, number:singular, person:3]" 
        ] 

GET

Django REST framework Log in

The results of API calls can be displayed as part of a user-friendly webpage
(shown), or retrieved as raw JSON for use in automated tools and scripts.

Figure 4.3: CSTK HTTP API example

7 In the style of collaboration made popular by Google Docs and similar platforms.
8 https://github.com/django/daphne/
9 https://www.django-rest-framework.org/
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Backing databases: PostgreSQL/PgBouncer and Redis

All the client backend data — from the definitions of lexical items and their

features to the details of the platform’s users and their access privileges —

are stored in a permanent backing database. The default implementation

uses a PostgreSQL10 database, with the addition of PgBouncer11 as a con-

nection pooling tool to rate-limit the number of simultaneous database con-

nections for stability and efficiency. Django, however, comes with built-in

support for a number of other database management systems, and any of

those other systems can be easily swapped in instead, if necessary.

The Channels extensions and the Dramatiq task runner (described below)

also each depend on a lightweight database to act as amessage broker across

their asynchronous components. The default implementation uses a single

Redis12 server for both of them, but they can be decoupled or used with a

different message broker system if necessary.

Derivational engine: Python/Dramatiq

The derivational engine essentially comprises a group of Python functions,

called within the Django framework as a result of client requests (either from

the browser UI, or via the HTTP API), that get delegated to a distributed

task runner, Dramatiq13, for parallel processing. The implementation of the

derivational engine and its inputs is described in more detail in Section 4.3.

10 https://www.postgresql.org/
11 https://pgbouncer.github.io/
12 https://redis.io/
13 https://dramatiq.io/
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Summary

Figure 4.4 shows the main client/server connections within the default im-

plementation of the CSTK. Given that it is meant to be a platform rather

than a monolithic system per se, however, some effort has been made to

keep the individual server components decoupled from one another; each

of the five main server components shown in the diagram can be hosted on

separate machines or replaced by suitable alternatives as necessary.

Django/
Channels/DRF

User
(React-Redux)

User
(React-Redux)

PostgreSQL/
PgBouncer

Main database

Redis

(Channels)
Message broker

Dramatiq

Tas
k ru

nne
r

Message broker

[ 3rd November 2019 at 15:49 – classicthesis v4.6 ]

Figure 4.4: CSTK client/server network diagram
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4.3 Derivational engine components

There are a number of different components that interact at various levels

within the derivational engine14 . These are described in more detail below,

and Figure 4.5 outlines the various relationships between them.

Lexical items and features

Lexical items and their associated features serve as the basic inputs to

the derivational engine, and are defined as related Django models15.

Each LexicalItem is associated with an orthographic representation, a

language, and a set of Features; Features are in turn associated with

a unique name and some set of FeatureProperties. These Features

and FeatureProperties essentially form an Entity-Attribute-Value system:

Each FeatureProperty has a name, type, and value (the Attribute-Value

pairing), and can be associated with one or more Features (the Entities).

For example, an uninterpretable Case feature in the default dataset

comprises a Feature with the name “Case”, and a FeatureProperty with

the name “interpretable”, of type “Boolean”, with a value of “False”. This

uninterpretable Case feature can then be associated with one or more

LexicalItems as necessary.

The derivational engine also has built-in support for items from multiple

languages, as in the code switching cases: Although each LexicalItem is

nominally associatedwith some specific language, this is not used in anyway

14 The workings of the derivational engine (indeed, the platform as a whole) are much inspired
by Sandiway Fong’s Minimalist Machine (http://elmo.sbs.arizona.edu/sandiway/mpp/
mm.html) and the Free Merge extensions discussed in the Fall 2017 Computational Linguistics
Seminar at the University of Arizona (http://elmo.sbs.arizona.edu/sandiway/ling696g-
17/).

15 The names of Django models and other Python variables are typeset in a monospaced font
to distinguish them from generic uses of the terms.
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during the derivational process proper. The engine processes LexicalItems

purely with regard to the Features that they host, so language (and ortho-

graphical representation) are essentially pieces of metadata that are only

useful for selecting the input to the engine and visualising its output in a

human-readable way.

Derivation requests

The processing of any derivation starts when the client submits an under-

specified array of lexical items16, defined in terms of their orthographic rep-

resentation and language, to the backend. The backend then matches these

properties to full LexicalItems and generates Derivations for each pos-

sible full array of LexicalItems.

These Derivations are associated with two other Django models:

DerivationRequests track the metadata associated with each Derivation,

including the name of the user who requested the Derivation, and its

creation/completion timestamps. DerivationSteps, on the other hand,

track the actual progress through the Derivation, as described below.

Derivation steps

Conceptually, each Derivation is thought of as comprising some number of

DerivationSteps, each describing a single operation within the Workspace.

The derivational engine generates these DerivationSteps sequentially, and

each one includes a reference to the one that immediately precedes it (i.e.,

they form a linked list as the derivation proceeds). Each DerivationStep is

16 Underspecified because the same orthographic representation can match multiple
LexicalItems in the database.
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associated primarily with: (i) a root SyntacticObject, which is a flattened

representation of the currently built-up hierarchical syntactic object and its

(in-)active features17; (ii) the remaining LexicalItems from the input array;

(iii) a list of active Rules that check if the derivation has crashed (i.e., failed);

and (iv) a list of active Generators that generate the next DerivationSteps

in the chain, if any. In particular, these Rules and Generators constitute the

core modifiable parameters of the derivational engine.

Rules and Generators

Operations on DerivationSteps are designed to be self-contained and idem-

potent, so that multiple DerivationSteps can be processed in parallel. At

each DerivationStep, a new Dramatiq task is enqueued that: (i) checks if

any defined Rules have been contravened, potentially fatally; and (ii) gen-

erates one or more new DerivationSteps using the defined Generators.

(Algorithm 1)

Because the logic behind the Rules and Generators is more complex

than can be handled within simple Django models, the Django Rules and

Generators simply act as stubs for pure Python classes that define their full

behaviour. For example, a Rule named “core-no-uninterpretable” would

point to a full Python class CoreNoUninterpretable, whose main method

could do something like iterate through the built-up SyntacticObject look-

ing for any unchecked uninterpretable features18. Similarly, a Generator

would point towards a full Python class with a main method that instanti-

ates new DerivationSteps based on the status of the current one.

17 Using the Modified Pre-order Tree Traversal technique; https://github.com/django-mptt/
django-mptt.
Each SyntacticObject essentially represents a single node in the hierarchy, and contains
a reference to its parent SyntacticObject, if it has one (i.e., in the case of every non-root
node).

18 There is precisely such a Rule in the default implementation described in the next section.
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Algorithm 1: DerivationStep processing
Function process_derivation_step()

Data: A single DerivationStep
Result: A list of the subsequent DerivationSteps, if any

// Preserve idempotence
if step has already been processed

if there are next steps recorded
Enqueue the next steps for (re)-processing.

else
The derivation has either crashed or converged.

// Rule checking
for every active Rule

if the rule results in a fatal error
The derivation crashes.

if the rule results in a non-fatal error
Save the error in rule_errors.

// Generate next steps
for every active Generator

Generate next step(s) and save them in next_steps.

if next_steps is empty
if rule_errors is empty

The derivation converges.
else

The derivation crashes.

else
return next_steps
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Because the actual rules and generators within the derivational engine are

defined in pure Python (and are thus not constrained by the restrictions of

the Django framework), users have the flexibility to implement any type of

algorithm in those roles. For example, users could define a rule function that

takes the currently built-up SyntacticObject, feeds it to a machine learn-

ing model, and crashes or continues the Derivation based on its output.

Similarly, users could define a generation function that generates multiple

subsequent DerivationSteps (or not!) on the basis of some probabilistic or

otherwise non-deterministic procedure.

The Derivation is considered ended when it reaches the point where its

Generators no longer generate new DerivationSteps (for example, if there

are no more LexicalItems left in the input array for the Generators to oper-

ate over). If any Rule checks are still failing at that point, the Derivation is

marked as having crashed; if all the Rule checks pass, it is marked as having

successfully converged.

4.4 Default parameters

The default implementation that ships with the CSTK is by no means com-

prehensive, but it implements the basic assumptions described in Section 1.2,

and serves as a foundational starting point for further research and theoret-

ical exploration.

The Lexicon: FeatureProperties, Features, and LexicalItems

At the lowest level, the (un)interpretability of features (page 31) is repres-

ented as a FeatureProperty, and can be marked on relevant Features as
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ETERSFEATUREPROPERTY

• Name
• Type
• Value

FEATUREPROPERTY
• Name
• Type
• Value

FEATUREPROPERTY
• Name
• Type
• Value

FEATURE
• Name
• Properties

FEATURE
• Name
• Properties

LEXICALITEM
• Text
• Language
• Features

LEXICALITEM
• Text
• Language
• Features




SYNTACTICOBJECT
• Text
• Language
• Active features
• Deleted features
• Parent SO

DERIVATIONSTEP
• Previous step
• Active RULES
• Active GENERATORS
• Lexical array
• Root SO

DERIVATION
• First step
• Converged steps
• Crashed steps

DERIVATIONREQUEST
• Metadata
• Derivations

[ 3rd November 2019 at 15:49 – classicthesis v4.6 ]

Figure 4.5:Derivational engine components
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necessary. The status of C and v* as phase heads (page 27) is also indicated

by a separate PhaseHead Feature.

At the next higher level is a small collection of simple LexicalItems, com-

prising functional items and items with either English or Mandarin ortho-

graphical representations. In particular, nouns are associated with an appro-

priate (interpretable) Phi Feature and an uninterpretable Case feature, and
case assigners (taken to be T and v*) have the converse, an appropriate Case
feature and an uninterpretable Phi feature. These lay the groundwork for a

representative example of the implementation of Agree (page 31), described

as part of the next section.

The Computational System: Rules and Generators

The default implementation comes with a single core Rule (Algorithm 2):

There must be no uninterpretable features left unchecked on the final

SyntacticObject at the end of the derivation.

In order for the derivation to successfully converge with this Rule, unin-

terpretable features on SyntacticObjects must get checked off as the de-

rivation progresses. This checking happens as part of the implementation of

Agree that is invoked by the default external and internalMerge Generators:

As the derivation proceeds, theMerge Generators recursively form new root

SyntacticObjects (Z) by combining two other SyntacticObjects (X and

Y) via a unification function (Algorithm 3), and as part of this unification,

uninterpretable features on X that Agree with interpretable features on Y

get marked as deleted, and vice versa.

The external Merge (Algorithm 4) and internal Merge (Algorithm 5)

Generators both use this common unification function as they generate

new steps. The key difference between them is that the external Merge
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Algorithm 2: Default Rule: CoreNoUninterpretable
Rule CoreNoUninterpretable()

Data: The current root SyntacticObject (root_so)
Result: A list of non-fatal errors (errors)

for every active feature of root_so and its descendants
if the feature is uninterpretable

Append an appropriate error message to errors.

return errors

// This Rule only returns non-fatal errors.
// Non-fatal errors crash the Derivation only if they

are present at the very last step.

Algorithm 3: Unification function
Function unify()

Data: Two SyntacticObjects x and y
Result: A new SyntacticObject z

for every uninterpretable feature of x and its descendants
if there is a matching interpretable feature on y or its
descendants

Mark the uninterpretable feature as deleted.

for every uninterpretable feature of y and its descendants
if there is a matching interpretable feature on x or its
descendants

Mark the uninterpretable feature as deleted.

Create a new SyntacticObject z with x and y as its children, with
the final list of active and deleted features.

return z
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Generator combines a SyntacticObjectwith a new element from the input

array, while the internal Merge Generator combines a SyntacticObject

with some subpart (i.e., descendant) of itself (page 26).

In addition, the internal Merge Generator also has a number of built-in

constraints to prevent a combinatorial explosion as it applies recurs-

ively to its descendants: It will not internal Merge direct children of a

SyntacticObject to itself (which would result in a redundant recursive

structure, as shown in Figure 4.6), and it will not apply if any of the direct

children of a SyntacticObject is a phase head (i.e., it has a PhaseHead
Feature), in line with the Phase-Impenetrability Condition (page 27).

There is also a stipulated limit on the number of consecutive internal

Merges that can be carried out – This constraint is not as well-motivated,

but is at some level conceptually necessary to prevent the system from con-

tinuing to generate internally-Merged structures ad infinitum throughout

the derivation, including when the input array has been exhausted and

external Merges are no longer possible.

With these implementations of the lexicon and computational system in

place, any number of derivations can be generated and examined. Whether

any particular derivation converges or crashes will depend on how its vari-

ous objects and models interact with one another, and users can continue

to analyse and tweak these to discover or test various aspects of theories

within the Minimalist framework.
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Algorithm 4: Default Generator: ExternalMerge
Generator ExternalMerge()

Data: From the current DerivationStep: The root SyntacticObject
(root_so); the list of LexicalItems remaining in the input
array (lexical_array_tail)

Result: A list of next DerivationSteps

Pop a LexicalItem from the head of lexical_array_tail.
Turn it into a SyntacticObject next_item.

new_so← unify(next_item, root_so)
Create a new DerivationStep next_step with new_so as the root
SyntacticObject, and any remaining items from lexical_array_tail.

return [next_step]

Algorithm 5: Default Generator: InternalMerge
Generator InternalMerge()

Data: The root SyntacticObject of the current DerivationStep
(root_so)

Result: A list of next DerivationSteps (next_steps)

if either child of root_so has the PhaseHead feature return;

for every descendant sub_so of root_so, excluding its direct children
new_so← unify(sub_so, root_so)
Create a new DerivationStep with new_so as the root
SyntacticObject, and append it to next_steps.

return next_steps

New SO...

SO1
[FEATURES1]

New SO

SO1
[FEATURES1]

Original SO

SO1
[FEATURES1]

SO
[FEATURES2]

[ 3rd November 2019 at 15:52 – classicthesis v4.6 ]

Figure 4.6: Redundant internal Merges of direct children
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4.5 Example derivation

As a demonstration of the platform, let us see how the relative clause struc-

tures from Section 3.4.1 (in Figure 3.3, reproduced below) can be derived.

(75) Relative clause with Mandarin relative D and head noun:
DP

cP

c ′

CP

C ′

yǒu
有

zhè
这

zhǒng
种 mentality

have this.kind mentality

DP

de
的 ti
REL

c

N
rén
人i

person

D

[ 3rd November 2019 at 15:48 – classicthesis v4.6 ]

(76) Relative clause with English relative D and head noun:
DP

D cP

N
people

c ′

c CP

DP

who ti
REL

C ′

yǒu
有

zhè
这

zhǒng
种 mentality

have this.kind mentality

[ 3rd November 2019 at 15:49 – classicthesis v4.6 ]
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LexicalItem setup

As a first step, relevant LexicalItems are created for the elements in the

derivation. Here, these are the relative clause
yǒu
有

zhè
这

zhǒng
种 mentality ‘have this

kind of mentality’, the English and Mandarin relative Ds who and
de
的, the

English and Mandarin head nouns people and
rén
人 ‘people’, and the functional

c head, as shown in Figure 4.7.

/  Lexicon

Select lexical item to change
/ Lexical items

cs-toolkit 



Text Language DescriptionFeatures string

[ sys  Starts a new sub-derivation.

] sys  Ends a sub-derivation.

c func [uPhi, EPP] Relative c head

people en [Phi, person:3], [uCase]  

who en [Rel]  

⼈ zh [Phi, person:3], [uCase] 'people'

有 这种 mentality zh-en [Case, nom], [uPhi] 'have this kind of mentality'

的 zh [Rel] Relative D

  Lexical items  +

0 of 8 selected

 

8 lexical items 

--------- Go

The CS Toolkit

AUTHENTICATION AND AUTHORIZ…

DJANGO DRAMATIQ

GRAMMAR

LEXICON

Lexical items

Features

Feature properties

USERS

Figure 4.7: LexicalItems example

Under the raising analysis adopted here, the head noun raises out of its

base position in the relative clause, which is where it receives nominative

case. As described above, the relative clause is therefore associated with

the corresponding Case feature and an uninterpretable Phi feature, while

the head nouns are conversely associated with uninterpretable Case features
and appropriate Phi features. In addition, the relative Ds are associated with
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Rel features, and the functional c head is associated with an uninterpretable

Phi feature that has an EPP property19, in line with Gallego (2006) andWong

(2017).

Defining the lexical array and generating the derivation

These LexicalItems are immediately available through the main UI, and

lexical arrays can be built for the derivations (with square brackets used

to delineate the sub-derivation comprising just the relative head and head

noun that should be Merged as a single unit in the main derivation). The

lexical array for the Mandarin structure is shown in Figure 4.8.

Generate Derivations
Build a bottom-up Lexical Array in the box below, then hit the Derive! button to attempt
to generate a corresponding derivation.

The language for each item is displayed in brackets next to its text, with functional items
showing func as their language.

Add lexical items by typing and selecting from the pop-up list.
Delete items by pressing backspace, or by clicking on the × icon in the item.
Move items by dragging them around with the mouse.

Use square brackets [ ] to group items into sub-derivations if necessary.

有 这种 mentality (zh-en) × [ × ⼈ (zh) × 的 (zh) × ] × c (func) ×

Add a new lexical item

Derive!

Lexical Item List

CS Toolkit

Figure 4.8: Lexical array example

19 The EPP property on an uninterpretable feature requires that the SyntacticObject which
deletes the feature (via Agree) be Merged immediately above the SyntacticObject that
originally hosted it.
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Requesting a derivation using this lexical array actually causes the plat-

form to return three convergent derivational paths, as shown in Figure 4.9.

As expected, one of the successful convergences corresponds exactly to (75),

with the head noun
rén
人 ‘people’ internal Merged once above the c head (Fig-

ure 4.10). Note that the trees drawn by the platform are meant only as rep-

resentations of the hierarchical structures generated by the computational

system, and as such do not encode the eventual linear order at the external

interface per se; clicking on a non-terminal node in a tree in fact flips the

order of its children, letting the user choose whichever implied order works

best for visualising the data.

Reviewing additional results

The two other successful convergences are likely to be of more interest to

the user, because they show how the LexicalItems and Features available

to the system might have interacted in unexpected ways. In the first one

(Figure 4.11a), there is a redundant internal Merge of the head noun below

the the c head, before it is internal Merged once more to its eventual position

above it. In the second (Figure 4.11b), there is also a redundant internal

Merge to a position below the c head – this time of the relative marker
de
的 –

before the head noun is internal Merged to its eventual position.

In the present case, these extra convergences do not change the relative

hierarchical ordering of the elements and would therefore not substantively

affect the account in Section 3.4.1, but the fact remains that derivational

paths like these are allowed by the currently-implemented parameters of

the platform, and other users may want to introduce additional constraints
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Derivation Status
Each derivation follows multiple paths as different operations are applied to the items in
the lexical array, and each of these derivational chains can end in either a Convergence
or a Crash.

Fit columns to table Clear list

1 to 1 of 1   Page 1 of 1  

Lexical Array Complete Convergences Crashes

有 这种 mentality (zh-en) [Case, n… 3 11

Derivation Viewer
Select a derivation in the Derivation Status widget to show its chains here.

Derivational chains:

Select a chain to view...

CS Toolkit

Figure 4.9:Generated derivational paths

Derivation Viewer
Select a derivation in the Derivation Status widget to show its chains here.

Derivational chains:

Chain 1

人 (zh)

c (func)

的 (zh)

人 (zh)
[Phi, person:3]

c (func)
[uPhi, EPP]

人 (zh)
[Phi, person:3]

[uCase]

Step status: Converged
Lexical array tail: None
Generator Metadata:

last_generator:
InternalMerge
last_merged_node:
c7d2556a-d5c8-
40d9-8b4a-
a4c79dbc589d

Chain 1 (converged)

Enlarge tree view

CS Toolkit

人 (zh)

c (func)

的 (zh)

有 这种 mentality
(zh-en)

[Case, nom], [uPhi]

的 (zh)

的 (zh)
[Rel]

人 (zh)
[Phi, person:3]

[uCase]

c (func)
[uPhi, EPP]

人 (zh)
[Phi, person:3]

[uCase]

Figure 4.10: CSTK visualisation for intended derivation
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Derivation Status
Each derivation follows multiple paths as different operations are applied to the items in the lexical array, and
each of these derivational chains can end in either a Convergence or a Crash.

Fit columns to table Clear list

1 to 1 of 1   Page 1 of 1  

Lexical Array Complete Convergences Crashes Creation Time

有 这种 mentality (zh-en) [Case, n… 3 11 2019-11-27 17:38

Derivation Viewer
Select a derivation in the Derivation Status widget to show its chains here.

Derivational chains:

Chain 3

人 (zh)

c (func) 人 (zh)
[Phi, person:3]

[uCase]

Step status: Converged
Lexical array tail: None
Generator Metadata:

last_generator:
InternalMerge
last_merged_node:
b08cd0a5-e490-4352-
aded-47f93aa8009d

Chain 3 (converged)

CS Toolkit

人 (zh)

c (func)

人 (zh)

的 (zh)

有 这种 mentality
(zh-en)

[Case, nom], [uPhi]

的 (zh)

的 (zh)
[Rel]

人 (zh)
[Phi, person:3]

[uCase]

人 (zh)
[Phi, person:3]

[uCase]

c (func)
[uPhi, EPP]

人 (zh)
[Phi, person:3]

[uCase]

(a) Extra derivation 1: Redundant Merge of head noun

Derivation Status
Each derivation follows multiple paths as different operations are applied to the items in the lexical array, and
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(b) Extra derivation 2: Redundant Merge of relative marker

Figure 4.11: CSTK visualisations for extra derivations
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that eliminate such paths from their models20 or otherwise deal with them

in a theory-internal manner.

Items from other languages

The English and code-switched cases also give similar results to the Man-

darin case in a straightforwardmanner, because the Features on the English

LexicalItems are the same as the ones on the Mandarin LexicalItems, and

Features are the only thing that the computational system concerns itself

with. As mentioned previously, the language and orthographical represent-

ation associated with any given LexicalItem function solely as metadata

facilitating their input and display. Figure 4.12 shows the platform’s visual-

isation of the derivation using English people and who as the head noun and

relative marker respectively, and it corresponds exactly to (76), as expected.

4.6 Summary

The CSTK provides a platform for modelling the process of syntactic deriva-

tions in a bottom-up way, which is not only useful for theoretical study, but

also has potential utility for the generation of synthetic data for the training

of machine-learning NLP systems. It ships with a user-friendly frontend UI

and a default implementation of a number of basic Minimalist assumptions,

but is extensible enough to be used with custom clients and to model more

complex theories within the Minimalist framework. It is also able to process

lexical items from multiple languages within the same derivation with no

additional computational mechanisms or workarounds; the only substant-

20 E.g., by making internal Merge an operation motivated by the need to check features instead
of one that applies freely, as has been suggested by some.
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Figure 4.12: CSTK visualisation for derivation with English items

ive differences between lexical items are, as far as the derivational engine

is concerned, the features that they host.

Because of the recursive nature of the computational system for language

(in particular, via the process of internal Merge), a single syntactic deriv-

ation can proceed down any number of possible derivational paths, with

each path eventually ending in convergence or a crash. The CSTK allows

researchers and other users to model these derivations, visualise the hier-

archical structures that are built up along each path, see exactly when and

why each of these paths converges or crashes, and refine their theoretical

accounts accordingly.
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5 CONCLUSION

This dissertation has brought together two distinct but related projects of

inquiry. The first part of the dissertation laid out a syntactic analysis of code

switching within the framework of the Minimalist Program, and the second

part of the dissertation provided a computational modelling platform for

Minimalist theories in general, with built-in support for multi-language or

code switching data.

Chapter 1 began with an overview of code switching, and distinguished

it from the closely-related phenomena of calquing and borrowing. Given

that lexical items can be separated into their underlying meaning and their

surface morphophonological realisations, these three phenomena cover all

the possible combinations: Within a single sentence, code switching oc-

curs when an item takes both meaning and form from a different language

without modification, calquing occurs when an item takes its meaning from

one language but has its surface form literally translated into a different lan-

guage, and borrowing occurs when an item’s meaning and form are both

assimilated into a different language, potentially undergoing semantic and

phonological adaptation as a result.

We then looked at a number of previous accounts of code switching, and

noted that many of them presuppose some of kind of code switching-specific

mechanism that mediates between the different languages involved. The

Minimalist Program offered the potential for an alternative, unified account

of code switching instead, with a common set of grammatical principles

accounting for both single-language and code-switched sentences, with no
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extraneous mechanisms attached. This type of unified account was partic-

ularly appealing from the standpoint of learnability and evolvability: Any

extra code switching-specific mechanisms would put a burden on the com-

putational system for language for multilingual speakers, relative to mono-

lingual ones, and this extra burden would otherwise have had to be properly

justified and explained.

The Minimalist Program is a research program and not a theory per se,

however, so the assumptions of the current account had to be clearly laid out

before an analysis could be properly presented. We took on the guiding prin-

ciple that any assumptions made should ideally be motivated by third-factor

constraints, including conditions imposed at the semantic and external in-

terfaces, and general considerations of economy. In this light, we defined

the Merge operation, by which linearly-unordered hierarchical structures

are built; adopted the concept of phases, by which cyclicity is preserved

in the derivation and its computational burden is eased; and distinguished

between uninterpretable and interpretable syntactic features, with uninter-

pretable ones needing to be rendered inactive via the Agree operation before

the entire syntactic structure is handed off to the semantic interface via the

Transfer operation.

The chapter ended with a discussion of why English-Chinese code switch-

ing data would be theoretically interesting, and Chapter 2 built on this to

show that Singapore was an ideal source of English-Chinese code switching

data. We saw that proficiency and prestige were relatively high in Singapore

for both English and Mandarin in single-language as well as code-switched

contexts, alleviating concerns about two syntax-external issues that could

affect code switching: Discourse-level considerations of politeness, register

or style, and language “errors” or idiolectal differences in speakers’ lexicons.
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I also argued that the type of English colloquially spoken in Singapore,

SgE, does not constitute a language variety of its own, but that items which

appear in SgE sentences should be drawn from the lexicons of “pure” English,

Mandarin, or any of the other substrate languages: These items then surface

as code switches or calques, rather than being borrowings into a completely

separate SgE lexicon. The English and Mandarin lexicons used in Singapore

may well vary from the English and Mandarin lexicons used in other parts

of the world, as is the case with any kind of dialectal difference, but the

lexical items used in SgE should be no different from the lexical items used

in “standard” English and Mandarin contexts in Singapore.

This view has never been explicitly taken in the literature before, to the

best of my knowledge, but it is prima facie defensible, and could inform fu-

ture work on SgE and other instances of diglossic language contact around

the world. The chapter then ended with a brief discussion about the distinc-

tion between naturalistic and elicited code switching data, and concluded

that both were important and should be used in the current analysis.

Chapter 3 presented a syntactic analysis of a number of representative

code switching examples, highlighting pertinent theoretical issues along the

way. We saw that code switching was generally very permissive, occurring at

a variety of levels across the syntactic hierarchy. The crucial data, however,

came from the contexts in which code switching was disallowed instead. We

saw that any redundancy or repetition of functional items and their features

was unacceptable, suggesting that functional items were to some degree uni-

versal across languages. In addition, the existence of cross-linguistic com-

petition and blocking effects in the possessive pronoun paradigm offered

support for a realisational view that distinguishes between the abstract fea-

tures of lexical items and their surface morphophonological properties.
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This distinction between the two levels of operation was further demon-

strated by the unacceptability of code switching within single lexical items

(including multi-word idiomatic constructions), which showed that code

switching does not merely involve free alternation between languages at

the surface, but is an underlying syntactic phenomenon. By contrast, the

ability of calques to take on the external (e.g., morphological and distribu-

tional) properties of the surface language – regardless of the properties of

the underlying item in the original language – showed that calquing is a

surface-level phenomenon instead. As a whole, the analyses demonstrated

the feasibility and utility of a Minimalist account of code switching.

Finally, Chapter 4 introduced and detailed the components of the CSTK,

a web-based platform for modelling Minimalist syntactic derivations. The

primary purpose of the CSTK is to facilitate computer-aided theoretical ex-

ploration, but it also has potential direct applications in NLP, including in

the generation of synthetic training data for machine learning models. As

a practical demonstration of the CSTK, we stepped through an example de-

rivation and saw how the platform would be useful for the development

and refining of individual theories that come under the Minimalist umbrella.

Crucially, the platform handles multilingual items in precisely the same way

and via the exact same computations as monolingual ones, showing how

code-switched data may be handled without appeal to any extraneous mech-

anisms.

5.1 Future work

This project has been far from an exhaustive treatment of the myriad the-

oretical concerns associated with either code switching or the Minimalist
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enterprise, and a number of related issues present themselves as potential

lines of future inquiry.

One such issue is the matter of acquisition: If speakers are using the exact

same lexical items in both code switching and monolingual contexts – and,

in particular, given the claim that SgE utterances are constructed solely via

the interactions between the “standard” monolingual English and Mandarin

lexicons used in Singapore – then it could reasonably be asked how much of

the monolingual forms (in terms of their features and functions) speakers

can acquire from exposure only to code-switched input. This is hard to test

in the Singaporean context because the official emphasis and high prestige

placed on both English andMandarin by the government in a top-downman-

ner makes it difficult to factor out exposure to the “standard” forms, but

one could imagine a deeper investigation in a language community with

a different kind of linguistic ecology where the “standard” forms are less

prestigious or widely-used. One point to note, however, is that monolin-

gual constructions generally remain grammatical alongside the more diverse

code-switched ones, which could suggest that the features acquired from ex-

posure to code switching data are, perhaps, a superset of the features of the

“standard” forms in terms of function.

Another issue is that of the interaction between prosody and the syntactic

computational system. Contiguity Theory (Richards 2016 and others), for

example, suggests that prosody and syntactic computations are inextricably

linked, with (mis-)matches in prosodic prominence being one of the criteria

for determining whether or not syntactic features can be checked in situ or

whether some form of movement must occur. Under this theory, it would

be interesting to see how the interactions play out between languages that

have different patterns of prosodic prominence, and how this might affect

the prosody of code-switched utterances as well. This kind of analysis was
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outside the scope of this dissertation, but the original recordings for the

SEAME corpus should prove amenable to a quantitative analysis. Prelim-

inary work by Tan (2017) on English, Mandarin, and SgE has shown some

evidence of substantive differences in prosody between all three: In partic-

ular, she suggests that SgE and “standard” (General American) English are

different in terms of prosody, and therefore in terms of their syntactic fea-

tures as well. It might be noted that the (textual) SgE examples she uses may

also be analysed transparently as calques from Mandarin under the current

account, but the topic as a whole certainly bears further investigation.

Above all, the hope is that the present work has shown how code-switched

utterances are a useful source of data for investigating theoretical and ap-

plied concerns, and how this data can provide an empirical wedge for invest-

igating various aspects of the human language faculty, including in mono-

lingual, and indeed universal, contexts.
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A SEAME CORPUS ID KEY

(Extracted and lightly edited from Lyu et al. 2015 for clarity)

Examples from the SEAME corpus are tagged with an ID (also used as

the filename of the relevant transcript) that reflects: (1) Conversation group

number ID, (2) Recording location, (3) Speaking style, (4) Speaker ID num-

ber, (5) Gender, (6) Nationality of speaker, (7) Microphone channel, (8)

The sequence of recording of that speaker and (9) The order of the actual

file in the recording.

Using an example to illustrate the different conditions, the ID

08NC16FBQ_0101 means:

• 08: Conversation group number ID. (From 01 to 46)

• N: Recording location. (N: Nanyang Technological University [NTU],

Singapore; U: Universiti Sains Malaysia [USM], Malaysia)

• C: Speaking style. (C: Conversational; I: Interview)

• 16: Speaker identity. (From 01 to 61)

• F: Gender. (F: Female; M: Male)

• B: Speaker nationality. (A: Malaysian; B: Singaporean)

• Y: Microphone channel. (NTU: P, Q, X, Y; USM: Z)

• 01: Recording session. Indicates the first recording session for speaker

16.

• 01: Recording file. Indicates the first file for recording session 1 for

speaker 16.
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